
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 31, 1962
SUBJECT PRIMARY RESEARCH CENTER REPORT

TO H. Anderson FROM Flsa Newman

John Gilmore suggested I read the "Primary Research
Center" report he once gave you. He believes there is
material there for an article for DECUSCOPE either in the
September or October issue. May I please have the report
to work from?

What do you think of the August issue? I missed
your guiding wisdom and hope you had a nic vacation.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Toe

August 31, 1962

Security Guards
K. Olsen Bob Lassen
H. Anderson
8. Olsen
L. Prentice
x. Sandler
R. Mills
K. Fitzgereld
B. Towle

We have reviewed several security agencies and Pinkerton's is our
first choice. They are more flexible, show a yreater interest
and will be the easiest to deal with. Before we initiate a

security guard program we should meet as soon as possible to
establish the ground rules. All of our people should be notified
in advance and perhaps a meeting should be called to brief our

supervisors on this program.

fhe following are points of information and some suggestions which

a can be used as a starting point
1. The major purpose of the program should be to provide a better

personnel control by establishing tighter identification badge
and exit/entry procedures with the help of trained security
guards.

2. Cost per man hour ~ $2.35 (the difference in rates is neglig-
ible.

3. Each man should be fully trained.

4. Each man should be uniformed and unarmed .

5. We should interview each man before he is accepted for duty.

6. Zach man will submit a daily written report (this is a normal

part of their procedure).

7. Pinkerton's is unionized - they have a "no strike" clause in
their contract.

8. We should discuss the hours of duty, the number of guards

required, guard stations and periodic plant and exit/entry
checks.
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guegds on each shift be adequate initially,(a)
(b) A trouble epot could be between the hours of 500 P.M.

and 690 P.M. Pinkerton sujyyests we lock all doors at
$330 P.M. and that all people leaving the building after
5830 P.M. shosld be let ouf by the guard.

(c) Another trouble area is during the hours of 700 A.M. to
800 A.M. This involves either a guard or a tight key
control for early arrivals.

(4) One of the sost important areas is our rather loosely
arrenged evening work schedule. Pinkerton's suyyest
that evening guards be given a list of ell regularly auth-

second shift employees. in addition they should
be given a daily list of those people who have been auth-

to work that evening ~ this ia the individual's
supervisor's responsibility.

e) Our "extra leading docks and so called common areas will
bear special attention. All of the ayencies were concerned
about this.

The various agencies felt that our present badge system is
satisfactory. Pinkerton's feels that we should make

ons or special cases and that Visitors and Contractors
should turn in theix badyes daily. ZX am inclined to agree.

The Personnel Office is currently responsible for the orderins
and isaue of all badyes.
Blocks of Visitor and Contractor badjes have been issued to
the receptionists in Buildings 12 and 5. The receptionists
are responsible for the daily isave of all Visitor ané Contractor

3.

badges.

fhe Personnel Office still continues to issue al] Temporary
ané Permanent bedges.

4.

All badges are iseued and received by written register.8.

Badges should be worn in a uniform place (left pocket lapel
for men - waist for women).

6.

fhe security guards will help te enforce the proper wearing of
badges.

Te



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 8/30/62
SUBJECT Pxogram Library Progress Report
TO PDP Distribution List FROM Eeverly Clohset

This memorandum serves as a progress report for the PDP-1
library from January, 1962 to September, 1962.

Table I lists the programs available to the DECUS members
in January, with reference to the types and quantities of
tapes, and whether or not a write-up existed.
The first major library project, therefore, was one of aug-
mentation. Letters were written to users requesting copies
of tapes and/or write-ups and a complete survey of available
tapes at DEC was undertaken. Although DEC did not cover the
fleor space it does now, this became quite a project. Tapes
were found in the computer room in file cabinets, tape trays,
envelopes, or just laying on a table. Various employees pos-
sessed tapes and the problem arose as to which employee had

with John Koudela, the tapes which potentially seemed to
have the most use to the library were duplicated and placed
in the files for later editing.

the latest and best version of a program. A list was made
of every tape known in the building and after consultation

It was felt, at this time, that to have a well organized and
useful library, tape labels and program write-ups should be
standardized. It did not seem wise to develop completely new
ideas in these areas, but rather to improve upon existing
methods so that there would be literally no transition pro-
blem for the users.

The customary color coded labels for the various tape types
were used with a new color being added for MACRO Symbolic.
The colors assigned were:

Red - DECAL Symbolic
Blue ~ DECAL Loader
Yellow - Read-In-Mode
Lavender - FRAP Symbolic
Tan Binary
Purple - MACRO Symbolic
Green Binary with Binary Loader

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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The following items were suggested as useful information to
appear on the label:

Serial Number
Program Title
Tape Type
Starting Address
Registers Occupied
Sense Switch Settings
Arithmetic Precision
Tape Code

Standardization of write~ups became necessary due to the manyforms available. Many write-ups were in the permanent memo-
randum files and not even found in the library. Many write-
ups were written in paragraph form and left much to be desiredin specific information needed by the programmer, such as,
among other things, the operating procedure. On February 3, 1961,
a memorandum to the PDP-1 Users was issued from Roland Silver
and Edward Fredkin. The subject was "Standard Formats for
Program Materials to be Distributed". Included in this memo-
randum was an outline for program write-ups that a number of
users had found helpful not only in deseribing but also in
studying the purposes and procedures of a program. This out-@ line, with a few minor changes, was accepted as the standard
outline for the library and is as follows:
1. IDENTIFICATION

1.1 Serial Number; Program Title; Title (s)(if any); Type

1.2 Author

1.3 Date

2. ABSTRACT

2.1 Purpose {one line)
2.2 Example of the calling sequence

2.3 Storage requirements and approximate execution time

3. PROGRAM SUMMARY

@ 3.1 Informal Description (a discussion of the program)

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



3.2 Variables and Parameters (non-descriptive symbolsshould be assigned to each variable, e.g.,
q = quotient, r = remainder, etc.)

3.3 Type of Variables and Parameters {integer, fraction,
double length, etc.)

3.4 Example (a set of numerical values should be as-
signed to the variables with the appropriate values
for the functions.)

3.5 Formal Description (description of the procedurethat operates on variables to assign values to
variables, in ALGOL notation, if possible.)

4. USAGE

4,1 Precedure (how to operate or compile the routine.)
4.2 I/O Devices Required

4.3 Switch Settings (sense switches and test word
switches)

4.4 Miscellany (including special external equipment
required)

5. CALLING SEQUENCE

5.1 Informal Deseription (a brief, clear description)

5.2 Example (should refer to section 2.2)

5,3 Formal Description (included in this discussion is
the state of the machine at entry into the sub-
routine, definitions of words in the calling sequence,
the effect the execution of a particular word has
on the state of the machine, a description of the
available result, and the way in which the subroutine
returns.)

6. RESTRICTIONS

6.1 Subroutines Required

6.2 Registers affected outside memry block of program

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



6.3 Machine OL set-up sequirements

5.4 Memory required outside pogram block fe.q., common
storage, sequence-break, jump cells set up}

6.5 Special: Machine Status (e.g., sequence break mode
status. status of any sequence break channel}

6.6 Special Status Changes

6.7 External Syabola fe.g., oxigin ox othmyr symbols which
must be defined clscewhere}

&

6.8 Froeram Falts 'the value of the program counter at
a halt should he given}

7, PROPERTIES

Bxternal Symbols

7,2 Data Format

7,3 Aewaracy (if appropriate)

7.4 Storage

7,5 Execution Time (preferebly in cycle
7.6 Useful Censtants as defined within the program and

their adévesses, 1 + to an extexnal symbol} if
possibie)

7,7 Other Propertics

. BMEVEHOD

@,i Principle of Pree can 4 how it works}

8.2 Algor;tom fsnonld : XE to the procedure used
in the progvara)

8.3 References feither to publications, othex program)

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



NOTES

9.1 Checkout Status

9,2 Program Listing
9.3 Miscellany

Al Blumenthal of DEC suggested the following outline for test
program write-ups due to the different information necessaryin diagnostic routines.
TEST PROGRAM WRITE-UP FORMAT

1. IDENTIFICATION

1.1 Serial Nunber: Title; Revision Number

i.2 Author

1.3 Date

2, ABSTPACT

2.i Briek statement of purpose and important features

2.2 Memory requirements and execution time

20.3 Machine options required or restricted

3.1 Manual controls and indicators

3,2 Operating Procedure

3,3 Brrox halts and diagnosing
4, MODUS OPBSRANDI

4,1 General Organization

4,2 Detailed Explanation

5. MiISMELCATY

@ 6. PROGRAM LISTING

2

7. %FLOW CHART

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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After determining what could best constitute a basic library,considering what wag presently available, a mass duplicationcf tapes, on the prototype, resulted. Write-ups were editedand in some cases completely written. On March 12, 1962,Seventeen (17) DECUS Installation Members were recipients oftapes and write-ups, and niné (9) Individual Members receivedonly the write-ups. This basic library, with a breakdown oftypes of tapes sent, is included in Table If. A small amountof mathematics indicates that a total 'cof 595 tapes had to beduplicated to accomplish this sexvice to the users group.
The service of the library to the users did not terminate atthis point, 'The basic library has been updated by the fol-lowing additions which have been distributed:

Addendums to: BBN~1 FRAP
DEC~3 EPC-8 to Concise for FRAP
MIT~L DEC Debugging Tape (oDT)

Write-Ups for: DEC=16 Clear Menory
MIT-2 (to correspond with tape)

Tapes for: Mif-2 (latest version)
MIT~3 MACRO Symbol PackageMIT-3 MACRO Pio-Dec

Many DECUS Members have had occasion to use the library in
requesting additional tapes and/or write-ups. An accuraterecord of every tape or write-up distributed has been keptby the librarian. Also, in this same mode, upon the issueof a Construction Requisition for a PDP-l, a basic library
o software has been sent to the new DECUS Member.

To inform users of the progress of the library and keep them
up~to-date on software materials that had been available, a
coluim was written for the DECUSCOPE containing brief sum-
Maries of write-ups in the library. _

The last full-scale project encountered was that of editing
and duplicating tapes and standardizing write-ups. The
condition of the library as o September 1, 1962, is listed
in Table IfET, As can ke seen the library is in two sections.
The first section contains programs which have been satis-
actorily debugged and checked out and are therefore avail-
able for distribution, Section two contains programs , which
hopefully can be of some use to the programmers of DECUS, but
unfortunately have not been completely debugged and can not
be guaranteed,

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



Every write-up now contained in the library has been re-
written, when necessary, so that all write-ups are in the
standard outline form.

A good working program for the library that can be of service
to a user, can be defined as one which contains both a sym-bolic tape and write-up. In January, 17 programs met these
qualifications, In the ensuing months, symbolic tapes were
developed and write-ups composed so that 31 programs are
now included in this category.

:

in closing, a final mathematical investigation shows a total
of 102 tapes in the library as of January as compared to 746
tapes in September.

NOTE:

The following abbreviations have been used in the colum
labeled tape type of the tables:

D.S. - Decal Symbolic

RIM = Read-In-Mcde

D.L, ~ Decal Loader
F.S. ~ Frap Symbolic
HBL - Hi Binary Loader

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TABLE I
PROGRAM LIBRARY (JANUARY, 1962)

Title Tape
No. Type e Apes

ADA~1 Analyzer
ADA=2 Frap Corrector
ADA=3 PRIM (Punch Read=In Mode Tape)
ADA~4 Typewriter Inquiry Control
ADA=5 AID RIM
BBN~1 FRAP F.S.

FRAP HBL
BBN=2 Typewriter Control D.S.
BaN=2 Typewriter Control
BBEN=2 Typewriter Control FS.
BBN=3 Binary Punch and Load FS.
BBN=6 Colossal Typewriter HBL
BBN~10 Multiply Subroutine (FXD-18) D.S.
BRN~10 Multiply Subroutine D.L.
BBN~10 Multiply Subroutine (PXD-18} F.S.

Bit Manipulation Package
BBN=12 Becimal to Binary Conversion FS.
BBN-13 Binary to Decimal Printout and F.S.

Punchout

BBN-21 Trace D.L.
BBN~21 Trace F.S,
BBN=22 P=Trace and Octype FS.
BBN~2 3 Random Number Generator D.S.

(Coin, Random, Ranmodn)
BBN=2 3 Random Number Generator DL.

{Goin, Random, Ranmodn)
BBEN=23 Random Number Generator F.S,

{Coin, Random, Ranmodn)
BBN=-25 Rotate Test F.S.
BEN~27 Master Duplicator FS.
BSN=31 Floating Point Package
BBN=-32 Temporary-Storage Push-Down
BEN~33 Pen Tracker Routines FS.
BBN-34 Display Line D.s.
BEN=34 Display Line D.L.
BBN-34 Display Line FS.
BBN~37 Character Display FS.
BBN-4 3 Filter Computations FS.
BBN-45 Grid Plotting

No, of Write-Uperial

x

x
2
1

BBN~1 7
5
5
5
5

x6
4
4
5

x2
x2

Gaussian Random Number Generator#15 x
Trace D.S.21

2
x1

4
1

1

x2

1

x1
4
1
1

x
1

F.S.46 Punchoff 1

46 «
HBL 2



TABLE I (CONTINUED)

Serial

BBN-47
BBN--47
BBN-47
BBN~-50
BBN-54
BBN-54
BBN-54
BBN-65
BBN=-65
BBN-66
BBN~-67
BBN~500
DEC=1
DEC~2
DEC=3
DEC=3
DEC~6
DEC-7
DEC-10
DEC-11

@ ~13

DEC-15
DEC~16

Divide Subroutine (FXD-18)
Divide Subroutine (FPXD-18)
Divide Subroutine (FXD-18)
Type, Punch, Display Decimal
Compare
Compare
Compare
Single Precision Floating Point
Singie Preci.sion Floating Point
Kalah
Debug
Scope Raster
DECAL F lL
MAC (Master Subroutine Control}
FPC-8 to Concise for Frap
FPC~8 to Concise for Frap
Tape Punch Test
Typewriter Controlled Frap
Read~In Mode Simulatcr
Checkerboard Test
Memory Addressing Test
Read Binary Test
Combined Readex anc Punch Test
Multiply Step and Divide Step Test
Clear 4096 Word Menory

is] e

No, of
1

Write-UpTitle
No. Type Tapes

1
2

F.S, x2
F.S, 2
D.S, 1
D.L. 2
F.S. 1

1
RIM x1
HBL
HBL 2
F.S. 1
HBL 2

x
1
1
1

x
x
x

14

1



DEC-106
MIT<-1
MIT=2

TABLE IT
BASIC DECUS PROGRAMMING LIBRARY FOR PDP-1

erial Title Type of Tape Write-UpNo. Sent Sent
Analyzer
PRIM (Punch Read=-In Mode Tape)
FRAP (Assembly Program)
FRAP (Assembly Program)
Typewriter Control
Typewriter Control
Binary Punch & Load Package (HI)
Binary Punch & Load Package (MED, LO)
Multiply Subroutine (FxD~18)
Multiply Subroutine (FXD-18)
Decimal to Binary Conversion (FXD-18)
Decimal to Binary Conversion (PXD-18)
Binary to Decimal Printout and
Punchout (FXD~18)
Binary to Decimal Printout and
Punchout (FPXD-18)
Binary Punchoff and Loader
Binary Punchoff and Loader
Divide Subroutine (FXD-18)
Divide Subroutine (FXD-18)
Debug
DECAL (Assembler)
DECAL (Loader)
FPC~8 to Concise for Frap
Anytape Duplicator Verifier
Punch Test
Checkerboard Test (HT)
Checkerboard Test (LO)
Memory Addressing Test
Read Binary Test
Clear 4096 MemoryInstruction Test Programs
Simple Tape Control Program
Divide and Multiply Test Using
Random Numbers
Type~Ovt Type-In Test
DEC Debugging Tape (DDT)
Expensive Typewriter

xADA~1 ABL
RIM xBBN-1 FS,

BBN~2 D.S.
BBN~3 F.S.
BBN~3 F.S. x
BBN--10 D.S °
BBN-10 D.L.
BBN~12 D.S.

D @ L
BBN-13 D.S,
BBN-13 D.L.
BBN--46 D.S.

x
D.S.

47 D.L.
67 HBL x

HBL1
BBL

x
DEC~4 F.S.
DEC-11 F.S.
DEC-12
DEC~13
DEC=16

RIM
DEC-66 x

F.S. x

HBL
HBL

x



TABLE ILI
PROGRAM LIBRARY (SEPTEMBER, 1962)

Serial Title Tape No, of Write-Up
Tvpe Tapes

ADA~1 Analyzer HBL 8
ADA~1 Analyzer RIM 8 x
ADA-2 Frap Corrector HBL 8 x
ADA~3 PRIM (Punch Read=In Mode Tape) RIM 8 x
ADA=-5 AID RIM 6 x
BBN-1 FRAP (Assembly Program) F.S. 6
BBN~1 FRAP Concise Input HBL 8

FRAP Fio-Dec Input HBL 8 x
BBN-2 Typewriter Control D.S. 8
BBN=2 Typewriter Control D.L. 8
BBN-2 Typewriter Control FS. 7 x
BBN-3 Binary Punch & Load Pkg. {HI} F.S. 6
BBN=3 Binary Punch & Load Pkg. (MED, LO) F.S. 6 x
BBN-4 Sound Learning HBL 8
BBN-5 Colossal Typewriter HBL 8 x
BBN-10 Multiply Subroutine (18-18 FXD Point) D.S. 6
BBN-10 Multiply Subroutine (18-18 FXD Point) 8

BBN-12 Decimal to Binary Conversion D.L. 12
BBN-12 Decimal to Binary Conversion F.S, 10 x
BBN~13 Binary to Decimal Printout D.S. 8

and Punchout
BBN=-13 Binary to Decimal Printout F.S. 7 x

and Punchout

(Coin, Random, Ranmodn)

(Coin, Random, Ranmodn)

(Coin, Rendom, Ranmodn)

BBN~1

Multiply Subroutine (18-18 FXD Point) F.S. 5 x10
12 Decimal to Binary Conversion D.S. 9

and Punchout
BBN~13 Binary to Decimal Printout 6

BBN=16 Histogram Subroutines ABL 8
BBN-21 Basic Tracing Subroutine D.S. 12
BBN-21 Basic Tracing Subroutine DL, 9
BBN-21 Basic Tracing Subroutine FS. 8 x
BBN-22 Complete Program Trace F.S. 8
BBN~23 Several Random Number Generators D.S. 8B

BBN-23 Several Random Number Generators D.L. 8

BEN~23 Several Random Number Generators F.S. 8 x

BBN=-25 Rotate Test F.S. 7 x
=27 Master Duplicator FS. 7

BBN~32 Temporary Storage Pushdown F.S. 83 x-27 Master Duplicator HBL 8



TABLE III (CONTINUED)
Serial Title Tape No. of Write-Up

BBN=-33 Several Pen Tracking Routines F.S. 6
{Delay}

BBN-33 Several Pen Tracking Routines F.S. 6
{Track Pen)

BBN~33 Several Pen Tracking Routines F.S. 6
{Pen-Spot)

BBN-33 Several Pen Tracking Routines P.S, 6 x
(Sprial)

BEN-34 CRT Grid Plotting D.S. 8
BBN~34 CRI Grid Plotting D.L. 8
BBN-34 CRT Grid Plotting F.S. 8 x
BBN-37 CRT Character Display F.S. 8
BBN-40 Annotation Package HBL 8 x
BBN=46 Binary Punchoff and Loader F.S. 6
BBN-46 Binary Punchoff and Loader HBL 8 x
BBN-47 Divide Subroutine (18-Bit Fixed D.S. 11

Point)
BBN-47 Divide Subroutine (18-Bit Fixed DL. 12

Point)
BBN-47 Divide Subroutine (18-Bit Fixed F.S. 7 x

Values
BBN-54 Compare Two Signed or Absolute D.L. 8

Values
BBN-54 Compare Two Signed or Absolute F.S. 8 x

Values

Pkg. (has been replaced by DEC~-107}

NO. Type Tapes

x

@ -50
Point)
Type, Punch, Display Decimal F.8. 83 x

BBN-54 Compare Two Signed or Absolute D.S, 8

BBN~57 Logarithm Base Two Subroutine D.8. 8
BBN-57 D.L. 8

F.S. 8
Logarithm Base Two Subroutine

BBN-57 Logarithm Base Two Subroutine
BBN=65 Single Precision Floating Point

BBN-66 KALAH Game HBL 1 x
BBN-67 Debug HRI. 8 x

Octype D.8. 8
DEC-1 DECAL Assembler HBL 6
DEC=1 DECAL Loader HBL 8
DEC-2 D.S. 1

DEC 2 DL, 1
MAC (Master Subroutine Control)

DEC-2 MAC (Master Subroutine Control} RIM 1
MAC (Master Subroutine Control)

x
DEC=3 FPC-8 to Concise for Frap F.S. 7

FPC-8 to Concise for Frap RIM 7 x
~S Anytape Duplicator Verifier P.S. 9 x

DEC~6 Punch Test F.S. 7



DEC-12

DEC-16

DEC-17

DEC=36
DEC=-36

DEC 2

DEC-61
EC-06
EC-67

DEC-105

DEC=105

DEC~106
DEC-106

DEC-107
DEC-110

DEC-110

MIV=3

MIT=3

TABLE III (CONTINUED)
Title Tape Wo. of

Type Tapes
Write-Up

Checkerboard Test
(Old Version HI)
(Old Version LO)
(New Version)
(Symbolic Listing Included in

Memory Addressing Test
Read Binary Test
Clear 4096 Memory
(Symbolic Listing Included in
Write-Up}
Instruction Test Programs
(Symbolic Listing Included in
Write-Up)

DECAL Library Tape Maker
DECAL Library Tape Maker
Dump DECAL Symbol Table
Symbol Search
Symbol Search
Prime Number Print in Decimal
Simple Tape Control Program
Music Programs
Divide-Multiply Test Using Random
Numbers
Divide-Multiply Test Using Random
Numbers
Type-Out Type-In Test
Type-Out Test
Single Precision Floating Point
Single Precision Floating Point
Input-Output Operational Subroutine
Package for DECAL
Input-Output Operational Subroutine
Package for DECAL
DEC Debugging Tape (DDT)
Expensive Typewriter
MACRO (Assembly Prograia}
Symbol Package
MACRO (Assembly Program)
Fio-Dec

F.S. 8
8 xF.S.

RIM 8 x

6 xF.S,
F.S. x6
RIM j 8 x

7 xRIM

D.S. 8
D.L, 8

8
D.S. 38

6
HBL 7
F.S. 10 x
HBL 8
F.S. 7

HBL x9

F.S. 8
HBL x8
D.8. 8

8 xD.L.
8

8 xD.L.
HBL 8
HBL x8
HBL 8

8HBL



Zhe following programs have just recently been acquired by the
library and have not been duplicated in quantities for distrie
bution.

ScopeTrace = John R. HayesOff-Line Controlled Editing Program for the
PHP], Computer Charles R, Brown

and
Donald W. Connolly

Hibtape Lor Decimal Input-Output Routines - BBN

fhe library contaimse only write-ups for the following programs:

ADA-4 Inguisy Control
fone Generation Routine

Manipulation Package
Gaussian Random Number Generator
Time Delay Subroutine

Mode Simulator
DEC~1é Combined Reader and Punch Test



Following are programs which have not been edited

Title Tape
Type

Filter Computation Programs P.S.
Plotgrid & Accessories HBL
Scope Raster F.S.
DECAL Dump F.S.
Random Carry Patterns BIN
Octype D.L.
Octype D.S.
Dec & Oct to Binary D.S.
Punchoff D.L.
Punchoff Loader D.S,.
Fredkin''s Low Debug HBL
Hi Punchoff HBL
Primes HBL
Eff. Address D.S.
Eff. Address D.L.
PTRACE D.S.
PTRACE D.L.

Punch English Title Block Subroutine F.S.
Move Down D.S.
Move Down D.L.
Complete Typeout Pkg. D.S.
Complete Typeout Pkg. D.L,
Graph Paper HBL
Time Sharing Colossal & HBL
Prime Number Program F.S.
Frap Clear Memory F.8.
W.C.'s Histogram & Bar Graph Generator HBL
Typed Display HBL
Track & Draw HBL
TW RIM

See A Card HBL

TYC (Ef. Addr.) DL.
D.S.TYC (Eff. Addr.)

Program to Alpharead Card with Type~Out RIM
Test Read Cards HBL

Frap Symb. for Type Out of Undef. Symb. F.S.
Triumph IV HBL
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DATE August th, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT PDP=4 Marshall
TO Bob Beckman FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

I received a call on Wednesday, August 29th from Mr. Robert Smith of
the Marshall Space Flight Center. He would like to come with team of people
next Friday moming, September 7th te consider our PDP computer for space
vehicle check out. 1, of course, told him yes and they will arrive next Thursday
evening and will come here first thing in the morning.

The people will be Messrs. E. C. Mitchell, Jerry Tumer, W. O. Mitchell,
Ellts Baggs and Robert Smith. We night have the visitor's badges made nut 'or
them ahead of time.

you take charge of this visit and give them the tour and everything they need.
Ask Gordon Bell to stand by so that if they have technical questions, he can
answer them. You might have them gather in my office and we con all drink
coffee together. Then, you can take them on a tour and sit dewn and answer

Because Andy, Stan and Ben Gurley are not here, | would like to have

their detail questions.

They asked if | would arrange for hotel reservations for them. After |

delayed a little bit they agreed to do this themselves. Maybe they were suggesting
that we pay for thelr hotel, but | didn't understand this.

Kenneth H. Olsen

Horlan Anderson
Gorden Bell
Stan Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

+

DATE August 27, 1962
SUBJECT Purchase Order #491-3

(ITT)
TO H. Anderson FROM Nick Mazzarese

Attached is a copy of Purchase Order #491-3
from ITT for purchase of ADX equipment.

Aak

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Date of Account Number:

Requisition Requisitioned by: 175-304
July 17, 1962 R. L. Lane

a

Date: Aucust 4. 1962 ITT Information Systems Div.
Division of International

To: Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) Telephone and Telegraph
Maynard Corporation (ITT)
Massachusetts 600 Industrial Avenue

Paramus, New Jersey
PURCHASE ORDER NO. 491-3

Subject to the terms and conditions attached hereto and numbered

A91-3, the following equipment is placed on order:

Quantity Description

12 ADX Equipment, a complete and ready to operate
each in strict accordance with technical specification

attached hereto and hereby made a part hereof.

a

:

t

q

The acknowledgment and acceptance of this order must be
made by DEC within (5) days or such other time as is.
agreed upon by the parties in order to constitute a
contract.

ITT INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION
Division of International Telephone

Authorized Signature

f h iand Tele

By

Accepted:
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORAT

By

Date:



ADX SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

I.

It.

EXHIBIT "A" to PURCHASE ORDER
#491-3 July 16, 1962

Scope:

This specification describes an expanded PDP-1 computer
system to be designed and manufactured by DEC for ITT for.
use in an Automatic Data Exchange.

Performance Specifications:

Digital Equipment Corporation shall supply an Automatic
Data Exchange system consisting of digital computer PDP-1
and major components as itemized in the individual purchase
order. The computer and all components supplied by DEC
shall be fully compatible and shall function in accordance
with the performance requirements specified herein.

A. Programmed Data Processor (PDP-1)

The PDP-1 is a digital computer designed and manu-
factured by DEC and described in DEC publication
F-15B. A copy of F-15B is attached, labeled as
Exhibit C and forms a part of this specification ex-
cept as modified and supplemented herein and by mutual
agreement between DEC and ITT.

B. Special Sequence Break and Line Unit Selection System

This is a 64 channel automatic interrupt feature which
permits concurrent operation of several in-out devices.
The Sequence Break System (SBS) shall be expandable in
units of 64 channels, up to 256 channels, grouped into
16 groups of 16 channels each. These groups or sequences
are arranged in a priority chain. A sequence can interrupt
a lower priority sequence. A request by channel, or sub-
sequence, may interrupt a channel from a lower priority
sequence but it cannot interrupt another channel in the
same sequence. A break by a particular sequence can be
initiated by the request from any channel within that
sequence subject to the above rules.
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At the start of a break, the contents of the accumulator,
the in-out register, and program counter, and the contents.
of the extend, overflow and EPC flip-flops are stored in
adjacent fixed locations unique to that sequence. The
next instruction is taken from a fixed location which is
determined by the sequence number and the channel number

and whose address is defined bycausing the break
(1000 + 204 + 3)8 , where "i" is defined as the sequence
number and "j" the subsequence number. The program is
now operating in the new sequence. The interruption is
terminated by a JMP* instruction to that memory location

ex-which has held the contents of the program counter,
tended program counter and the overflow and extend flip-

This special equipment also includes the provisionsflops.
to select the various line units.

The following modifications and additions shall be provided
to achieve compatability between the Sequence Break System
(SBS) and the PDP-1 as described': in Exhibit C:

1. All input-output functions shall be compatible with
the SBS

2. Tape control instructions that permit operation under
SBS control and permit the time sharing of operations
with the Central Processing Unit (CPU) of the PDP-1

3. Instructions to turn off or inhibit the setting of a
priority flag by the SBS on any output line not in
use (i.e., in the "ready" state), until the execution
of the next data transfer instruction which will auto-
matically reactivate the flag.

4. cbU program flag no. 1 shall be used by SBS as the
priority flag for the on-line typewriter.

5. The addition of the following instructions to the
instruction list contained in Exhibit C.

ae XAM(Y) - Operation Code 14.
Exchange contents of memory location Y and the
accumulator. C(AC) remain unchanged.

e
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b. JDA - Operation Code 16

Jump and Deposit C (AC)

c(ac)
C(PC) & C(EPC) AC

+ 1 replaces C (PC)

Address of next instruction is Y + l.
JDA* Operation Code 17

Jump and Deposit C(AC) deferred

c. TIT - Teletype Transfer (1 memory cycle)
This instruction shall permit integration of upto 512 teletype channels. The address portionof the instruction determines the unit and
function.

6. I/0 instructions to enable scatter read and gatherwrite from and to magnetic tapes. That is the abilityto write one continuous record of information, with-
out disconnecting the output device, from different
areas Of core storage; or to read a continous record
from one input device to different areas of core storage.

7. The CAL instruction described in Attachment C
(Operation Code 16), is not provided.

Tape Control Unit, DEC Type 52

The Tape Control Unit shall be a standard DEC Type 52
with optional capability for duplex switching. After the
central processor has provided the Tape Control Unit with
the proper set-up commands, the tape control unit shall
automatically transfer, on a break-in basis, the specified
number of words to or from the core bank specified. The
central processor shall not lose more than one memory
cycle per word during this transfer. The memory bank
selection of the central processor shall not be disturbed.
and transfers may take place between any core bank and
tape. Upon completion of a transfer, a sequence break
system flag shall be set.
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D. Tape Unit, DEC Type 50

The Tape Units shall be standard DEC Type 50 with
optional capability for duplex switching. The trans-
ports operate at 75 inches per second with a recording
density of 200 bits to the inch. The format shall be

the same as for the IBM 729 Model I. Seven tracks are
written: six are binary or alphanumeric bits, and a

seventh is used as a lateral parity. At the completion
of a record, which may be of arbitrary length, a

longitudinal parity is. written.

One DEC Type 52 Tape Control Unit shall serve up to 8

Tape Units or transports. Up to four Tape Control
Units may be incorporated in an individual configur-
ation.

Line Units
The Line Units shall operate with the Sequence Break

System and shall permit data interchange with teletype
channels using 7.5 unit start-stop code. The 7.5 unit
code consists of a one unit start pulse (space), five
unit width information pulses (marks) or spaces followed

by a 1.5 unit stop mark. The Outgoing Line Unit shall
transmit in 7.5 unit code.

E.

The Line Units shall be grouped with 8 Line Units in
a group which operate from a common timing source with-
in the group. This source is fixed by a crystal so that
the above time intervals or units (Mark or Space) are

20 M.S. In the event that a different 7.5 unit trans-
mission rate is desired, DEC will supply a variable
clock.
The Incoming Line Units (ILU) will receive either 7.0,
7.42, Or 7.5 unit code.

Each Incoming Line Unit (ILU) samples the signal at the

center of each unit. The PDP-1 must empty the one level
ILU buffer before more information arrives. Thus,
a flag for the sequence break is activated at the middle

of the fifth information bit (at sampling time). The

ILU will be unloaded before the end of the stop pulse
-and eliminate the need for additional buffering.
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The input to the ILU will be a level of 0 volts fora
mark and -3 volts for a Space.

The output of an OLU will be a level of 0 volts for a
mark, and -3 volts for a space.

F. Duplex Switches

The PDP-1 shall be capable of a simplex or duplex oper-
ation as specified in the individual purchase order.
For duplex operation the following provisions shall
be applicable:
l. Tape Control Units, Tape Transports and Line Units

shall be switchable between both PDP-l's under
program or Manual Control as specified by ITT.

2. A high speed 18 bit parallel transfer path be-
tween the two PDP-l's shall be provided for a
duplex configuration. This transfer shall be
under program control and capable of transferring

+

at least 10,000 words/second.

@ The Duplex Feature necessitates one (1) additional
cabinet of equipment which includes:

l. ITT-7374-Dual Transfer Path indicators and
controls.

2. ITT-7371-Tape Control Units Duplex Switches, -

indicators and controls.

3. ITT-7370-Tape Unit Duplex Switches, indicators
and controls.

Duplex Switches are applicable for the following
components:

l. Tape Control Unit, DEC Type 52
2. Tape Unit, DEC Type 50
3. Incoming Line Unit Groups
4, Outgoing Line Unit Groups
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The switches shail be under the programmed control
,of two PDP-l's with manual override provisions. If.
"one PDP~1 selects a component by operating the asso-
ciated Duplex Switch, the second PDP-l shail not be
able to affect this selection until the component is
released by the first PDP-1. These switches shall
operate within 100 milliseconds of the command given
by the PDP-l.

III. Power Requirements:

The PDP-1 and all. components shall operate from conventional
110 or 220 volt 60 cycle, or 117 volt, 50 cycle, AC power as
desired and specified in accordance with Exhibit B at time of :

order. The low voltage DC power for operating the logic
circuitry and electronic equipment shall be supplied from
rectifiers distributed among the equipment cabinets.

Exhibit "D" attached hereto is a detailed description of the
physical and électrical characteristics of each device as
listed in Exhibit B. (i.e. size, weight, heat dissipation,
voltage and frequency tolerance, and power consumption. )



EXHIBIT "B" TO ITT/DEC
PURCHASE AGREEMENT 491-3

DATED July 16, 1962

LIST DISCOUNT
PRIGEPRICE

1. ITT-7301, ADX Multiplexed Message $132,300 $119,070 .
Processor

a. Parity Check Feature 6,500 6,500

w?T-7303, Additional Core Banks 30,000 27,000
a. Parity Check Feature 1,500 1,500

3. ITT-7302, Sequence B eak System
64 Channels 42,000 37,800

128 Channels 44,800 40,320
192 Channels 47,600 42,840 .
256 Channels 50,400 45,360

ITT-7321, Magnetic Tape Control Unit 38,000 34,200

5. ITT-7320, Magnetic Tape Unit 18,000 -16,200
>

6. ITT-7370, Magnetic Tape Unit Duplex 2,500 2,500
Switch

@ ITT-7371, Magnetic Tape Control Unit 5,000 5,000
Duplex Switch

8. ITT-7330, Incoming Line Unit Group (8) 5,600 5,600

9. IP?-7331, Outgoing Line Unit Group (8) 4,800 4,800

10. ITT-XXXX, Incoming Line Unit 1,200 1,200

2.

4.

7.

:

Group Duplex Switch

il. ITT-XXXX, Outgoing Line Unit Group 900 900
Duplex Switch

412. ITT-7374, Dual Transfer Path 2,200 2,200
(Indicators Included)

13. ITT-XXXX, High Speed Multiply & 10,300 ; » 9,270
Divide Feature

14. ITT-7375, Additional Completion 500
Pulse Trap Group (4)

500
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15. ITT-XXXX, One (1) Additional High Speed Channel
Channel

16. ITT-XXXX, High Speed Channel Control

17. Fifty (50) Cycle Conversion for each Component:

ITT-7320,

ITT-7321,

ITT-7330,

ITT-7303,

ITT-7301, ADX Multiplexed
Message Processor

Magnetic Tape Unit (ea.)

Magnetic .Tape Control Unit

Incoming Line Unit Group (8)

ITT-7331, Outgoing Line Unit Group (8)

Additional Core Bank (ea.)

2,500

9,000

3,500

1,000

500

100

100

200

2,500

8,100

3,500

1,000

500

100

100

200

1

4



Purchase Order No. 491-3
(1) Exhibit "Cc"

Date: 7/27/62

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

aa
.

'lL. EQUIPMENT:

An equipment shall consist of PDP-1 Computer, conforming to ADX
System Specification attached hereto, (Product of DEC) together with
any component or components listed in Exhibit "B" hereto in the con-
figuration and quantities selected by ITT, and shall be complete in-
cluding all normal accessories required to make an operable unit, such
as power supplies, cables, connectors, meters, protective devices and
the like, whether ennumerated in said Exhibit "B" or not, provided,
however, that in computing the cost of the equipment such accessories
shall be deemed merged in the various components and shall be furnish-
ed by DEC without additional charge. All components delivered here-
under shall be identical in function as the same may effect programming,
maintenance and operation except as may be agreed to by both parties
in advance, in writing.

Styling of cabinets, housings and external appearance shall be in
accordance with designs of ITT and finish and color shall be as desig-
nated by ITT. ITT will provide such design and designations reasonably
in advance of scheduled delivery.

Changes to styling of cabinets, housing and external appearance
shall be submitted to ITT for approval and no action permitted until
approval is obtained.

2. DELIVERY:

The first equipment shall be delivered on January 15, 1963 or such
earlier date as the parties hereto may agree to and subsequent equip- .

ment shall be delivered at the rate of one (1) per month thereafter un=-

til the entire delivery has been completed. Time is of the essence in
delivery. ITT will notify DEC of the configuration of each equipment
six (6) months prior to the scheduled delivery date. Any subsequent
change of configuration must be agreed to by both parties in writing.

3. REDUCTION IN QUANTITY:

t7TT shall have the right to reduce the quantity of equipments by
the giving of written notice thereof to DEC, provided however that such

notice shall be given at least six (6) months prior to scheduled de-
livery date of equipment or equipments to be cancelled.
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4. PRICES:

a) Prices shall computed in accordance with Exhibit B attached
hereto on the prices of the components and the quantities thereof
selected for the configuration of the equipment by ITT. Prices given
include accessories defined in paragraph 1 - "Equipment" above, and
packing and crating in accordance with DEC's standard practice for safe
air or truck shipment - method of shipment being at the selection of
ITT. Price of nonstandard cabinetry shall be negotiated under Article
21 "Changes". Prices to ITT shall be the "Discount Price" unless the
Quantity of equipment Purchased is reduced to less than six (6) pursuant
to paragraph 3 above, in which event the prices shall be list price.

5. ACCEPTANCE:

Acceptance tests in accordance with the specifications attached
hereto shall be conducted at the Maynard, Massachusetts, plant of DEC

and shall be scheduled adequately in advance so as to allow for ship-
ment within the time specified. DEC shall give ITT seven (7) days'
advance notice of their readiness to conduct acceptance tests. DEC

shall provide all reasonable facilities, assistance, test equipment
and supplies necessary for the conduct of acceptance testing.

6 PAYMENT:

Upon submission to ITT of proper invoices therefore, DEC shall
be paid the price computed as stated above for the equipments accepted,
and delivered to ITT. Delivery shall be f.o.b. Maynard, Massachusetts.
Payment shall be as follows: 100% of the price for equipment, material
and service shall be paid within thirty (30) days, following acceptance
of the equipment at DEC and receipt in good order of the equipment at
ITT or its designated point of delivery in continental U.S.A.

7. %EXTRAS:

Except as otherwise provided in this Purchase Order, no payment
for extras shall be made unless such extras and the price thereof
have been authorized in writing by ITT.
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8. INSPECTION:

Ecuipment to be provided hereunder shall be subject to reasonable
inspection and test by ITT to the extent practicable at all times and
places and, in any event, prior to acceptance.

9 - WARRANTY:

DEC warrants for a period of one (1) year following acceptance and
shipment, that the equipment shipped hereunder shall be free from defects
in design, materials, workmanship and shall in every respect be strictly
in accordance with applicable specifications. These warrantees shall
survive acceptance and payment and shall run to ITT, its subsidiaries and
to its customers, DEC shall promptly provide all parts and labor, at its
own expense, necessary for satisfactory operation during said one (1) year
period except that parts and labor for routine maintenance shall be pro=
vided by ITT. ITT agrees to pay all travel and living expenses of DEC
employees in the performance of DEC obligations under this paragraph.

This warranty is limited to the above and does not include conse-
quential damage of any kind.

10. TAXES:

The price for the equipment, materials and services includes any
taxes incurred or applicable up to and including the time and place of
shipment, such as but not limited to social security, old age benefit
tax, Workmen's Compensation and Disability Benefit taxes, franchise taxes
of DEC, federal and state income taxes, and any other taxes except as pro-
vided below. Any federal excise tax or state sales or use tax applicable
to the equipment or materials shall be paid by ITT directly or added to
the scheduled list prices.
ll. SUBCONTRACTS:

In connection with any subcontracting by DEC related to the manu-
facture of PDP-1 computers for ADX Systems, DEC agrees that ITT shall
be given the opportunity to perform such subcontract work in excess of
$5,000 provided that price, delivery and quality are competitive. ITT,
with the consent of DEC, may designate the components used in the
equipment to be furnished, provided, however, that such consent shall
not reasonabiy be withheld.



@ 12. PATENT INDEMITY :
aN

DEC will defend any claim or suit brought against ITT, its subsid-
jaries and their customers for infringement of United States patents by
any components sold hereunder to ITT or its subsidiaries. In any case
suit or claim so instituted, DEC, if notified promptly in writing and
given authority, information, and assistance for the defense of the same
all at DEC's empense, will pay all damages and costs in connection there-
with. However, DEC assumes no liability, consequential or otherwise, for
infringement of patents covering any other products or any completed
equipment or any assembly, circuit, combination, method or process or any
part of parts thereof, in combination with the components furnished by
DEC in accordance with this Agreement. In no event shall any cost or
expense be incurred by ITT for the account of DEC without DEC's written
consent. The above states in its entirety the liability of DEC with re~
spect to patent infringement by any of said components to be sold under
this Purchase Order.

:

:

:

.13. WRETING:

DDEC hereby grants and agrees to grant to ITT and its subsidiaries
all rights to reproduce and have reproduced all or any part or any
writings describing or relating to or resulting from the performance
of work under this Purchase Order for dissemination within ITT and to
ITT's customers. With regard to reproduction for sales and publicity,
ITT shall be generally guided by the advice of DEC.

:

:

14. MARKING:

DEC shall place on any equipment delivered to ITT under this Purchase
Order any ITT label, marking or trademark and shall remove any DEC label,
marking or trademark all as specified by ITT. The additional cost, if
any, of such marking or the elimination of such marking shall be at the
expense of ITT and in addition to.the prices shown in Exhibit B.

15. DEFAULT:

ITT may cancel this purchase order in whole or in part at any time

by written or telegraphic notice whenever DEC shall default in performance
™

or shall so fail to make progress in the work so as to endanger perfor-
mance except that the purchase order shall not be terminated for such

where the default is due to causes beyond control of DEC and with-
out its fault ox neglect. Such causes may include but are not restricted
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to acts of God or of the public enemy, fires, floods, epidemics, quar-
antive restrictions, strikes, freight exsargoes and unusally severe
weather but in every case the failure to perform must be beyond the,
control and without the fault or negligence of DEC. ITT may cancel this
purchase order forthwith by written or telegraphic notice if DEC ceases
to conduct its operations in the normal course of business including
inability to meet its obligations as they mature or become insolvent or
make a general assignment for the benefit of creditors, or if a trustee,
receiver, liquidator or conservator for DEC is applied for or appointed.
After notice of termination by reason of such default, DEC shall trans-
fer title and deliver to ITT satisfactorily completed work and such work

pursuant to this clause, ITT shall not have any liability except for
deliveries previously made or for equipment covered by the purchase
order then completed and subsequently delivered in accordance with the
terms of the purchase order.

+

in process as may be directed by ITT. In case of termination by ITT

1

16. PATENT RIGHTS:

DEC hereby grants and agrees to grant to ITT and its. subsidiaries
in and for the entire world, a nonexclusive royalty free license,to
make, use, sell, nave made, and practice and have practiced any invention
developed specially in connection with the supply of the equipments
pursuant to this purchase order.

17. ASSIGNMENT :

This purchase order shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit
of the parties hereto and their successors and assigns provided, however,
that DEC may not assign this purchase order without the permission of
ITT. DEC may assign any monies due to to become due hereunder to any
bank or financial institution without the consent of ITT.

18. NOTICES:

a) Any notices or demands required or permitted to be given or
made hereunder shall be sufficient if given or made either by personal
service upon an officer or by mailing the same by registered mail ina
sealed envelope, postage prepaid, and addressed to such party at the
address shown on first page hereof, directed to the attention of the
person who executes the Purchase Order on behalf of such party.

or maGe as the time of its deposit in the United States Post Office
or letter box. Either party hereto may from time to time designate any

party.

demand shall be deemed to have been given

to the otheraddress or officer by written notice



19. MODTFICATION:

This Purchase Order contains all terms, conditions and provisions
of this transaction and no agreement or other understanding in any way
modifving the conditions hereof will be binding upon either party un-
less ae in writing and executed by the other party. No term of Con-
Gition at variance with this Purchase Order proposed by either party in
acknowledging or accepting this Purchase Order will be binding on the
other unless accepted in writing and executed by the other party.
She furnishing of any articles or services by DEC specified in this Pur-
chase Order constitutes an unqualified acceptance by DEC of all the terms
conditions and provisions set forth herein unless otherwise modified in
writing and executed by both parties.

No waiver of any of the provisions contained this Purchase Order
shall be valid unless made in writing and executed by both parties.
Failure of ITT to insist upon strict performance shall not constitute
a waiver of any of the provisions of this Purchase Order or waiver of
any other default.

20. COMPLIANCE WITH LABOR AND OTHER LAWS:

All materials and merchandise covered by this order shall be manu-
factured or produced under terms and conditions which meet the applicable
requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 and all applicable
Federal, State and local laws and regulations governing wages, hours
and conditions of labor. DEC shall comply with all Federal, State and
Municipal laws, rules and regulations that may be applicable to this
order, and at the request of ITT shall furnish certificates to the effect
that it has complied with the same.

21. CHANGES:

ITT shall have the right by written order to make changes from time
to time in the work to be performed or the materials to be furnished by
DEC hereunder. If such changes cause an increase or decrease in the
amount due under the order or in the time required for its performance,
an equitable adjustment shall be made and the order shall be modified
in writing accordingly. Any claim for adjustment must be asserted with-
in eight(8) days from the date the change 'is ordered.
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22. DISCLOSUMMS:Re

DEC agrees to treat as confidential, all specifications drawings,
blueprints, nomenclature, samples models and other information supplied
by ITT. Unless written consent of ITT is first obtained DEC shall not
in any manner advertise or publish or release for publication any state=
ment mentioning ITT or the fact that DEC has furnished or contracted to
furnish to ITT articles required by this order or quote the opinion of
any employee of ITT. DEC shall not disclose any information relating
to this order to any person not entitled to receive it.
23. TITLE TO DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS:

ITT shall at all times have title to all drawings and specifica-
tions furnished to DEC for use with this order. DEC shall, upon request
from ITT, upon completion of this order, return all drawings and spe-
cifications to ITT.

24. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS:

Wen ITT notifies DEC 6 months in advance of delivery by means of
a Configuration Schedule that any equipment or equipments are in ful-
fillment, in whole or part, of any Contract with the United States
Government or any subcontract under such Government Contract the
following additional provisions shall apply, and shall be inserted by
DEC in all subcontracts thereunder.

ThVad

A. Non-Discrimination:
The provisions of Sec. 301 of Executive Order 10925 (26 FR
1977) are hereby incorporated in and made a part of this
rder by reference.

B. Classified Orders:
If this Order involves access to government classified matter,
i.e., confidential, secret and top secret, Seller agrees to
comply with all Government Military Security Requirements, a

summary of which will be furnished by Buyer on request.

C. Renegotiation:
This order shall be subject to any Act of the Congress
whether heretofore or hereafter enacted and to the extent
indicated therein, providing for the renegotiation there-
c= and shall be deemed to contain all the provisions re-

ed by any such Act without subsequent amendment of this

:

specifically incorporating such provisions.
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D. Patent License:
Ie this order is for $3,000 or more and involves experimental,
Cavelonment or research work, the Seller without further cost
to the Buyer, hereby grants end agrees to grant to the Buyer
and to the extent requested by the Buyer, to the Government,
an irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty-free right and license

éucts exsodying any and all inventions and discoveries made,
conceived or actually reduced to practice in connection with
the performance of this Order.

se : l, manufacture and cause to be manufactured, pro-

E. Termination:
The Buyer may terminate this Order, for the convenience of
the Government, in whole or in part, by written or telegraphic
notice. In the event of termination of this Order, except for
default of the Seller, settlement shall be made by negotiation
substantially in accordance with the procedure and formula set
forth in the Termination Article of the prime contract for
which this Order is issued. (A copy of such applicable Ter-
mination Article will be made available by the Buyer to the
Seller upon request.)

F. Records:
Seller agrees that the Comptroller-General of the United States,
or any Government Department, or any of their duly authorized
cepresentatives shall, until the expiration of three years
after final payment under the Government contract referred to
on the face of this Order, have access to and the right to
examine any directly pertinant books, documents, papers and

records of the Seller, and of any supplier of goods to the
Seller, involving transactions related to this Order. Seller
agrees to incorporate in all of its orders and contract with
the suppliers or any articles, and with respect to the per-
formance of any part of the work, to be incorporated in the
items covered by this Order, a provision in form to the same

effect as this paragraph.

G. Inspection and Audit:
The Seller agrees that its books and records and its plant
or such parts thereof as may be employed in the performance
of this Order, shall at all reasonable times be subject to

inspection and audit by any authorized representative of the
United States Government.

the following clauses of the Armed Services Procurement Regu-
ietions (ASPR), of the edition in effect at the date of this
Covernment Regulations:

are herebv incorporated in and made part of this order
"his reference : a) Covenant against Contingent Fees (ASPR

7~163.30) b) Officials not to benefit (ASPR-7-103.19;) c)
Buy American Act (ASPR 7-104.3); 4) Walsh-Healey Public Con~

Act (ASPR 103.17 e) Utilization of Small Business
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Concerns (ASPR 7-104.14); ) Convict Labor (ASPR 12-203);
g) Eigh Hour Law of 1912-overtime Compensation (ASPR 12-303).
h) Non Descrimination (ASPR 12-802)

I. References:

At the request of the Seller, the Buyer will make available
to the sellex the text of any of the foregoing references.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 27, 1962
SUBJECT Color Movies of Parachute Jump
TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Sometime In the future we may want to make up a demonstration or educational movie
on the PDP computers. If we were to do this it would be very nice to have some footage of
the computer at the parachute jump. | have no Idea how expensive this would be but | think
it would be a good idea to look into It and see how practical it would be at this time. We
might rent a camera and take them ourselves or hire someone else to do it.

Kenneth H. Olsen

CC: Harlan Anderson
Stan Olsen
Stuart Grover

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



MEMORA!NC hiv
DATE August 24, 1962

SUBJECT Shifting of Delivery Dates
TO K. Olsen FROM Jack Smith

H. Anderson
S. Olsen
M. Sandler
G. O'Dea

Who has the authority to shift a customer delivery date?
Who is notified when a shift has taken place? Who should be notified
when a shift has taken place? These questions have been causing me

some concern for the past few weeks. The reason for my concern is
that, try as I may, these questions go unanswered.

Just two days ago I found out quite by accident that the
delivery date of the United Aircraft system was shifted from September
to October. Was this shift necessary? Could a double work shift
have prevented this? Could someone have been transferred from another
job to help out? I'm not quite sure that these questions were reviewed
by the right people in time to take preventative action. To the
checkout people this shift was of no great concern. The customer was

not greatly concerned. To our internal finance people this shift
from one month to another could be of great concern. In this particular
case I feel quite sure that this memo is the first time our finance
people have heard of this shift.

Shifting of delivery dates should be made known as soon as

possible, so decisions can be made. I feel that the people
effecting delivery dates should be made to realize that shifting
dates affects material procurement plans and module availability
and other planning efforts. The authority to shift dates should be

formalized and procedure for information flow installed.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT MIT Computeriter

Harlan Anderson
Stan Olsen

DATE August 24, 1962

TO Ken Olsen FROM Sob Beckman

cc "Quality of Performance" file
The Computeriter originally delivered with the machine

donated to MIT had an extremely high failure rate. The originaltypewriter was eventually removed and "temporarily" replaced bya brown Computeriter,

The first Computeriter was brought back to the plant
and completely overhauled. It was recently loaned to BBN and
used for a month in their sound learning program. It operated
quite reliably during this period. At the present time it is being
rechecked, cleaned, and the case repainted,

The replacement Computeriter at MIT has been so reliable
@ that the people there are very reluctant to part with it. I

discussed this with John McKenzie and he has agreed to take back
their original Computeriter on a trial basis so long as we leave
the brown there as a spare. Assuming that the original machine
operates as reliably as it did at BBN, we should wind up demonstratingthat DEC can take even a lemon" and get the maximim possible opera-tion out of it.

MIT has a second Computeriter that they bought directly
from Soroban. I think that, if they are willing, we should takeit on ourselves to repaint this machine to match the computer.

DiGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACH USETTS



August 23, 1962
Government Inspection
Stan Olsen

Jim Cudmore

On August 15, Mr. Babineau of Western Electric
Supplies Inspection Organization, arrived to
inspect order PM-707048. This order consisted
of four 1115's, seven 1113's, and seven 1110's.
These units were retested for the inspector
and all units were found to be acceptable.

ect Ken Olsen
arlan Anderson

Bob Hughes
Jim Burley



@
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Computer Testing Before Shipment
DATE August 23, 1962

TO PDP=1 Distribution List FROM Bob Hughes 6
Al Blumenthal

In the past we agreed informally to heat testall computers and systems that we manufactured.
As a result of heat testing on the PDP-1, we
discovered timing troubles which weren't
discovered with the normal marginal check.
Heat testing is a powerful tool in preventative
maintenance, and we feel it will reduce our
field maintenance costs.
So, if everyone agrees, effective now, the
quality control inspector for the given machine
Will require a margin record for all systems
with the margins being taken at normal room
temperature, and ith the machine in the heat
tent with ambient around the machine of +100° F,
The only exceptions to this rule will be authorized
by Ben Gurley and Ken Olsen.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August Zand, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Sten Olsen FROM Kenneth M. Olsen

went to nquiry | think this sheuld be kept

lecf netebeck with serially numbered pages. Each page should have « ditte
form tt that Information be put down tn « consistent form end elther

and then file the notebooks away.

by
Log

typed er We should probably start « new netebesl. each menth

Bach Monday, | would ttke delivered te my office « stetus repert
Inquiries. in this repert | weuld like te have a filet of all
thet have net been answered 0 should nfen ite the ante s1fhe

end whe will enewer them Yeur secretary can readily get thisfrom
At the present time we de net get around te answering inquiries until

they overdue. ls embarrassing when of these enewered in @

negative way efter have taken the full length of time te say

Keneth H. Olsen

Nick Mezzarese
Beb Beckman

__Herlen Andersen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Computer Documentation
DATE August 17, 1962

TO Ben Gurley, Al Blumenthal,FROM Bob Beckman
Gordon Bell

ccs Ken Olsen
Harlan Anderson
Stan Olsen
Roger Melanson

Incorrect documentation (block srhematirs wiring diagrams,
and schedules) of computers in the field has been the subject
of many customer complaints and has caused a great deal of difti-
culty and extra work in performing field maintenance and modifications.

The sources of documentation errors can be divided into
two main catagories initial errors at time of delivery, and errors
generated as a result of field modifications, I suggest the follow-
ing procedures as a means of helping to control this problem.

Most of the initial errors at delivery time are due to
the fact that the people making up the documentation package to ship
with the computer do not have an up-to-date list of applicable prints
and/or drafting has not had time to make the necessary corrections.
It is requested that the computer check-out groups supply an accurate
list of appropriate prints for each computer. This list should be
sent to Customer Relations as far in advance of the shipping date
as possible and should be updated as necessary. At the end of the
check-out procedure and before the final preshipment tests, marked
up copies of all prints requiring changes should be turned over to
drafting and a list of the prints being changed sent to Customer
Relations. Shipment of the computer should not be wade until all
corrected prints are available and drafting should give high priority
to the correction of these prints, Such a system does not necessarily
mean that shipment of the computer will be held up waiting for the
corrected prints, In most cases, it should be possible to make the
necessary corrections during the time required for final testing
of the computer and preparing it for shipment. If these procedures
are followed, we can be reasonably certain that the initial documenta-
tion of the system is accurate.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Once control of initial documentation is acheived, itwill be easier to keep up with changes due to modifications, In most
cases it should be possible to accurately document a modification
before the actual hardware has been changed. Wo modification work
should be done until corrected prints are available and the customer's
old prints should be removed and/or destroyed as soon as the changehas been accomplished. On-the-spot changes should be nonexistant,
or, at the moat, very minor. In such cases, the personnel concerned
should leave a hand-corrected copy of the new print with the cus-
tomer and turn over another corrected copy to drafting for formal
correction, The customer's hand-corrected copy must then be replacedas scon as possible,

realize that these ideas are not new, but the number of
Gifficulties and errors that have been cropping up indicate a need
for more formalized and stricter procedures,

TTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSE



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

7

SUBJECT Production Capabilities and Future Plans -

Attended by Maynard Sandler, Stan Olsen, and Jack Smith

DATE August 17, 1962

TO K. Olsen FROM Jack Smith
H. Anderson
S. Olsen
M. Sandler

The first topic of discussion was the build up of modules
waiting to be tested. This bottleneck was caused by the failure
of our automatic testers. Jim Cudmore has been right on top of
the problem and feels it should be eliminated fairly soon. This
area is our biggest bottleneck and requires constant attention.

A steady slate of 10,000 modules to finished goods for the
next few months was agreed upon. Our own capabilities have been
building up the past few months and our orders to outside vendors
have been decreasing. It was agreed that we have an obligation
to keep our outside vendors informed of any changes that would
affect their planning.

Outside wiring, in contrast to module assembly, is our
high cost area. It was agreed that we should try to do as much
wiring in-house as possible. We will start to move up girls into
the wiring group to be trained within the next couple of weeks.

The question of a separate area for the wiring group was
discussed but no conclusions were formed.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM T ha

DATE August 15, 1962

SUBJECT PDP-4 Construction Procedure
TO H. Anderson FROM Jack Smith

Our present schedule calls for the construction of one

basic PDP-4 per month.
Sub-assemblies for the Central Processor will be

constructed in lot sizes under a job number assigned by Production
Control. Each Central Processor to be constructed will be

assigned an 8000 series part number and a manufacturing job number.

The manufacturing cost for a set of sub-assemblies will be transferred
to this 8000 series number. All additional meterial and labor
with applied overhead for the completion of the machine will be

changed to the 8000 series number.

With the assignment of an EN number, usually generated by
the receipt of a customer order, modules will be ordered. Actual
checkout of the machine will be charged to the EN number.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Executive Paging System

TO Brad Towle FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE August 15, 1962

In some ways we have a poor system for executive paging. If we are called frem
the outside the operator first rings our phone. If we ere not there, owr secretary answers
it. §f she doen't know where we are, she has the main operator gong us. By the time
we pick It up and each of the secretories has asked who Is calling, the caller Is rather
Impatient. | suggest that we consider the following system: Each secretary ef those who
Gre the gong system wiil have a gong button her desk. We
of those who are gonged somewhat if we use a more sophisticated coding system. Thon,
all will go directly to the secretary ond the operator will not have to ask who the
caller is.

large the number

Most of the people who ore on the gong system will have more than line coming
into their office. Outside calls can come on one line end Inside calls can come on
another. In this way the secretary or the man in the office can differentiate between
them,

This would meen working out a system in which the person being called can dial
Inte the seme line which the secretary ls holding. Jf this can be readily done | think we
should go ahead with the system.

We have heard @ number of complaints about our telephone anewerlng service lotely.
One complaint is that it sometimes takes minutes before the call is onswered. The other

complaint is that sometime after the operater calls individuals, she comes beck ond asks
who is celling. | belleve this Is simply because she forgot to ask originally, but the im-
plication Is that she has the man on the phone ond whether he is In or not is dependent
on who Is calling. If the girl forgets to ask Immediately the name of the caller, she shovid
not bother asking et ali ond let the being called figure it out.

Kenneth H. Olsen

CC: Sten Olsen
__Herian Anderson

Maynard Sendier
Diek Best
Ben Gurley

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION -



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE August 15, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM. Kenneth H. Olsen

Thursday morning, August 14th Gordon Bell, Ben Gurley and myself visited the
RCA branch of Foxboro. My impression of the people and of their competence were very
high after this meeting. | think we can develop a very good relationship with them.

CDC has a number of advantages on the charts which they have drawn. Their costs
are somewhat lower, and they have a high speed arithmetic element available for the
CDC 160, and they theoretically can expand in memory indefinitely.

We told them that we are developing a high speed arithmetic package and that
this will be available. We offered to send them the specifications on this and also offered
to work out the details of this with them.

| think that if at all possible we should make the expand memory available as a

standard feature and do not increase the cost for this.

that we try to meet them on price. If we do this, CDC will probably lower their price
and then no one will make any money.

Although the CDC 160 is slightly less expensive in some areas I do not suggest

We do have a very significant advantage over CDC in that we are physically close
and that they know that we have people who are right here who can speak for the project.
| also have the feeling that we have gained their confidence.

They proposed to go into this field relatively slowly, they will order 2 or 3 com-

puters this year for delivery early next year and after that expect to sell between 4 to 6

computers each year. They do not expect to make money as a group until 1965, although

they expect to lose less and less each year before that.

They are considering the power field and they feel that they have some equipment

project which they bought a CDC 160 for.
which puts them in a propriety position in his area. This is completely separate from the

We have promised to Jo a number of things for them. Some of the ones which |

remember are as follows:

DiGiTAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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1. A price on the standard memory switch.
2. Tentative specifications on the high speed arithmetic element.
3. A detailed list of all programming helps which we have available and those

which we promised to have available.
4. Tolerance to power failure.
5. We propose to run detailed reliability tests for them.

The list of things which we promised them is a lot longer, these just happen to be
the things which | remember.

| suggest that after the WESCON show we set up the PDP 4 in our west coast office
and run it 24 hours a day for 4 weeks with a test program on it to gather life data. The
alternative to this is to bring the machine back here and run the life test here, but | think
it can be done just as well on the west coast. | suggest that they do not use the machine for

any other use during this period.

They say that certain applications, an algebraic compiler is competitively very
important. Some of the chemical companies want to run their analyses on the computer
and because these optimizing programs are algebraic they feel a compiler is very important.

They are very much interested in the tolerance of the computer to power failure.
They must have standby power for their systems and so they have to know how long it will
take before the machine fails after a power failure. They will have standby power, but

they need time to switch it in. 30 milleseconds is good, 16 might do and 8 would be poor.

| told them that we are developing a high frequency motor generator fo improve our

tolerance to power failure and they would be very much interested in this.

1 think we should look into very large silicone conirol rectifiers to be used on a

switch turn off power so that we can run our experiments on time delays.

They have a circuit problem with our 1OT pulses because they are too narrow for

their circuits. | suggest that we go over this carefully with them and see if we can't work
this out for them. It k Gurley or Dick Best should be involved in t

Kenneth H. Olsen

CC: Ben Gurley
Gordon Bell
Stan Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE
TO B. Saveli FROM J. Smith

A. Blumenthal
R. Boisvert

= MEMO

Tape Control "52" for Honeywell was deldvered to off line

r checkout this morning.

ecs BE Anderson /

DAP 984



e
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT MET Fallure Record
DATE August 13, 1962

TO POP-1 Distribution List FROM Bob Beckman

Attached is a iistimg of the failures that have occurred
in the MIT PDP-1,. Jchn McKenzie made up the list for me and
added the comments in parenthesis,

tam trying to get similar information on other computers
and eventually I hope to have some well documented "yeliability"
figures,

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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FAILURE RECORD OF PDP-1, M.2 1 BE DEPT.

RUNNING
DATE TIME DESCRIPTION REMARKS

9-15-61 128 PDP-1 installed at MIT
initial Acceptance Tests run on 9-28-61.

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT

9-28-61 495 Replaced (1310) delay line -1810 Double time pulses
Replaced {4410) pulse generator - 135 Deposit inoperative
Replaced. (1104) inverter -153 Slow gate

10-13-61 345 Replaced {1104} inverter ~ 1H Read-in trouble, slow gate
10-26-61 517 Replaced (1213) flip-flop - 3D1 RS flip-flop not cleared.
12-28-61 1410 Replaced (1105) inverter -1C22 Law Lnoperative - shorted

capacitor
3-28-62 2800 Replaced running time meter Worn gears
7-13-62. 2800 + 1540 Replaced running time meter Worn gears
(A new type running time meter is now installed and used on all PDP-l's.)

PUNCH LOGIC

11-30-61 1040 Replaced shorted capacitor - punch motor control
(rhe capacitors in the punch motor control have been replaced by Thyrectors.)

TYPEWRITER LOGIC

3-14-62 2605 Replaced (1703) switch filter - 11B1 Shorted capacitor
6-25-62 2800 + 1333 Replaced (1703) switch filter - 1181 Shorted capacitor
(1703 Modules now have new type capacitors.)

TYPEWRITER
3-28-62 2800 Replaced typewriter previous machine had a history of miscellaneous

failures at a rate of about one every two weeks,
PAPER TAPE READER

4-4-62 2800 + 50 Replaced reader brake - the original brake could not be adjusted to
maintain reliable stop on a line operation,

(This was a modification initiated by DEC.)



a

RUNNING
REMARKSDATE TIME DESCRIPTION

143012-30-61 Display installed at MIT
4~27-62 2800 + 350 Replaced blower in display system - open winding
6-5-62 2800 + 1060 Replaced shorted (2N1719) transistor in deflection amplifier
6-26-62 2800 + 1345 Replaced blower in display system - open winding
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VIA Ltt
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Augumt 13, 1962
SUBJECT Computer Acceptance Pests
TO Distribution List FROM gob HeckmanPDP ~ i

The attached PDP-] testing procedures primarily are ine
tended 4&5 a starting point for negotiating final acceptance tests
with customers.

A more detailed description of Part IL of the test is in
preparation and will be distributed as soom 45 available.

Comments and suggestions will be appreciated,

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



PDP-1 COMPUTER SYSTEMS PRE-DELIVERY AND POST-INSTALLATION
TEST PROCEDURE

This test prccedure shall be cllowed fcr basic PDP-i
C.muters and computers with certain central processcr cpticns
as nected below, The test ccnsists of the two parts described
beicw. Part I uses testing rcutines that dem nstrate hardware
operation. Part II is an operational test cf the ccmputer and
the Macro system.

PART I
Part I consists cf operating the follcwing maintenance

revtines for tne length of time specified.
. Memory Address Test (30 minutes)

This ,rcyram checks for ,rcper addressing cf every
memory register (including memory extention if applicabie).
2. Memcry Cneckerboard Test (1 hcur)

This pregram tests fcr ,roper cperaticn of the
memory system by lacing various "checkerboard" patterns
in each memory register, and then checking fcr proper
retrievai cf the information. When two memcry modules
are installed (8K total memory) the patterns shail be
run 30 minutes in each memory module. An additional
30 minutes will be allowed for each additional memory
module,

3. Instruction Test (30 minutes)
This program is a series of small routines tnat

cheek for proper operation of the various computer in-
structions.
4. Multiply/Divide Test (30 minutes)

This program generates random numbers and uses them
in multiplication and division operations, Optional
sense switch settings allow this program to be used for
either a standard PDP~1 or a PDP-1 with automatic multi-
ply/divide.



Daw

5. Reader Test (30 minutes)
This program tests the operation of the photo-electric paper tape reader. Various test switch settingsallow for continuous and "start-stop" operation at

various speeds,

6. Punch Test (Approximately 30 minutes) (1 box of tape)This program exercises the parer tape punch and
allows for various combinations to be punched out and
later verified,
7. Typewriter Test (30 minutes)

This program exercises all characters available on
the computer typewriter.

PART II
This part of the test demonstrates the proper operation

of the computer and the basic programming system,

The basic programming system consists of three
programs: The Macro assembler, Expensive Typewriter,
and DDT. Expensive Typewriter is a typewriter control
program that allows control and modification of a program
after it has been placed in memory. DDT is a debugging
program useful in preparing new programs.

The test shall consist of loading the Macro assembler
into the computer and using it to assemble appropriate
programs. Appropriate punched tapes and print-outs shall
be generated, Expensive Typewriter and DDT shall be assembled
and demonstrated.

The programs to be assembled by Macro shall produce
recognizable operations appropriate to the system under
test. I desired, the customer may substitute special pro-
grams at this point. It is the responsibility of the
customer to prepare and test such special programs in
advance.
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- 3-

A satisfactory test shall consist of a total of 8 hours
of operational time, and a maximum of 45 minutes of down time
during the entire test.

"Operational time" is defined as unattended computer
operation without manual intervention unless specified
in the program, Necessary manual setup operations(i.e. insertion of paper tape in reader} are considered
part of the operational time.

"Down time" is defined as the time during which opera-
tion of the test is halted for the performance of corrective
maintenance,
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Catalog Files
DATE August 10, 1962

TO all Engineers FROM Henry J. Crouse
J. Ebner, Library

The new location of the vendor catalog files has made immediate
reference to all files less readily accessible for engineering
personnel.

The library has retained all semiconductor files and a second

complete set will be made available in Purchasing.
To the end that prime information be immediately available, the

library will be supplied with standard reference works ie., E. E. M.,
E. B. G., RADIO MASTERS, etc. In addition those basic components
catalogs that are in constant usage.

@ Two file clerks are continously updating and expanding the
vendor files so that the most current information is available. As

sales people make their regular visits they are asked to discard
obsolete information and insure current literature is made available.

The attached sheet is provided for your suggested list of
catalogs you feel important to be in the library.

cc: Kenneth Olsen
Harlan Anderson
Stanley Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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TO: Henry Crouse, Purchasing Department

ENGINEER

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 10, 1962
SUBJECT Job Responsibility, Purchasing Department
To All Interested Personnel FROMHenry J. Crouse

The Purchasing Department is now located in Building 5, opposite
end of the Production Department.

The procurement of materials and services have allocated to
buying personnel as follows:

BUYER

Henry Crouse

Frank Kalwell

Richard King

Robert Blackwood
Deborah Kuyamjian

David Glazier
Anne Gill
Elaine Fletcher

Helen Fricault
Donna Files

DESCRIPTION

Semiconductors, major components, capital
equipment,
Electrical components, wire and cable,
fasteners.
Maintenance, repair and operating supplies
(MRO), ie. hardware, tools, typewriters,
desks, chairs, lumber, etc. for all
departments.
Sub-contracting.
Distributer Buyer for Engineering.
Twenty-four hour service for material
available in Boston jobber stock.
*Expediting for Production material only.
Secretary to Henry Crouse.
Secretary to Frank Kalwell and
Richard King.
Secretary to Robert Blackwood,
Filing and Returned Materials.

*Expediting for material ordered for other than production requirements
is the responsibility of the ordering buyer.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

BUYER

Henry Crouse

Frank Kalwell

Richard King

Robert Blackwood
Deborah Kuyamjian

David Glazier
Anne Gill
Elaine Fletcher

Helen Fricault
Donna Files

SUBJECT Job Responsibility, Purchasing Department

DATE August 10, 1962

To All Interested Personnel FROMHenry J. Crouse

The Purchasing Department is now located in Building 5, opposite
end of the Production Department.

The procurement of materials and services have allocated to
buying personnel as follows:

DESCRIPTION

Semiconductors, major components, capital
equipment.
Electrical components, wire and cable,
fasteners.
Maintenance, repair and operating supplies
(MRO), ie. hardware, tools, typewriters,
desks, chairs, lumber, etc. for all
departments,
Sub-contracting.
Distributer Buyer for Engineering.
Twenty-four hour service for material
available in Boston jobber stock.
*Expediting for Production material only.
Secretary to Henry Crouse,
Secretary to Frank Kalwell and
Richard King.
Secretary to Robert Blackwood.
Filing and Returned Materials.

*Expediting for material ordered for other than production requirements
is the responsibility of the ordering buyer.

Teme4
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT Sumwary of Pield Service
TO PDP-1 Distribution List FROM Jack Shields

: :
: :

SUMMARY FIELD SERVICE

July, 1962

Sumber of calla 16
Man hours: 75

Ma,nard Area Cails Los Angeles Area Callst
PDP 15 BSN 7 "Ho service repoxts were received

ITEK 1 from the Los Angeles office for
PDP~1e-3 CRE 3 July, 1962
PDP -10~4
PDP-10-5 MET 6
PDP-10-6 CRL (QAL) 1
PDP-1e-9 GEOTECH

SRL

SBN

morning check on the PD?-13. The unit selector module, which

logicaliy selects the proper equipment, was inoperative. The

yeader buffer indicators for bits 6, 9, 10, and 13 were always on,

The indicatox problem was solved by replacing the shorted transistors
in the indicator driver module, Further reader checks found a defective
4123 module in the logic. Replacement of the defective com

ponents correated this problem,
Fhe TOT sontrot lip flops would operate incorrectly when

JOT commands were attempted. This problem was traced to the 10S

flip :flop being set when in read-in mode operation. A detective

Tmproper operation of the peripheral equipment during the

4129 wodule, in the for done Ingle aaused this prob.em.

EQUIPMENT SORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIG Poy
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a shorted 1184 transistor in the solenoid driver for hole #8.
Replacement of the transistor corrected the on-line punch trouble.
The off-line punch would fail to punch hole #2 due to an ogen
solenoid in the punch. The punches ran well for about 8 hours and

then mere trouble developed with the on-line punch, The solenoid
driver for bit #4 would break down after about 4 hours of operation.
The solenoid driver for hole #4 was replaced and extensive checks
were run on the on-line punch and it's associated logic. The

punch operated perfectly and no apparent reason covld be found for
the two solenoid driver failures in the on-line punch.

Sequence break problems caused another call at BBN. Improper
decoding of the sequence break priority chain made it impossible
to get a sequence break on channels 14-17. The pxoblem was traced

@ to an open transistor in an 1104 module in the priority chain

jmput to channels 14 through 17. Replacement of the transistor
corrected the sequence break problems. While on the same service
call, problems with a time sharing program would develop when the

time share program attempted to use the mag drum. Investigation
found that XOT instructions were being improperly trapped following
a drum transfer. Further investigation found that the drum re-

start pulse would logically generate a start clear pulse which

would clear the break started flip flops - a control element for

trapping IOT commands when in restricted mode operation. Logic

changes in the drum restart operation were added to the and

this solved the time sharing problems,
{Intermittent pickup of hole #5 in the on-line punch. This

was caused by a defective 4214 flip flop in the punch buffer. Re-

Problems with both the tally punches at BBN. The on-line
would always punch hole #8. This trouble was caused by

placement of the module corrected the punch problem.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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The overflow flip flop would not restore when dismissing
a sequence break. An open transistor in the 1105 module, which
makes up the equation HB * SBS restore - 7 caused this
trouble, Replacement of the open transistor allowed proper
operation of sequence break restore, Zt was also found that when
the computer was in restricted mode operation, a CAL instruction
im memor, bank #1, would call location 100 in memory bank g This

1

trouble was traced to a broken wire which set EMA5 at 106...) MA

time. Replacement of the broken wire corrected the CAL instruction
trouble,
ITEK

Improper operation of the 2 ster power off cycle at the
Itek installation. This problem was traced to a cold solder connec-
tion on K2 relay in the AC power control. The improper cycle of
memory yower also caused a pair of read/write drivers to short.
When the power control ;roblem was solved, the memory drivers were
replaced and memory was re-adjusted for pruper margins.
CRL

Problems with the punch tearing holes on computer #1. A

good cleaning of the die block assembly and resetting the punch
vin fulcrum solved these problems.

OBL)
Computer would fail intermittently and when it failed no

programs would run at all. Yt was found that shock testing the
machine would cure the trouble. After a series of shock tests,
a cold solder connection was discovered on the input to the
instruction register flip flop IR, - Resoldering the connection
solved this problem.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

e

Determining of Most DATE August 8, 1962

SUBJECT Economical Order Quantities
To G. O'Dea FROM J. Smith

D. Mills
t

4

An investigation into our method of the reordering of
computer parts is currently being instituted. At present time
there is a system attempting to purchase the most economical order

quantity. However, the current system is rather vague and could
be improved upon. With the rapid growth of our organization and

inventory control, it is becoming necessary to sophisticate some

of our present methods. Determining the most economical order

quantity is a function of inventory control and should be noted

on our control cards.
To arrive at the most economical order quantity certain

information must be made available. Economical order quantity is a

relationship between the cost of acquisition and the cost of posses-
sion. Cost of acquisition has more or less been arrived at by

information supplied by purchasing. Purchase processing costs have

been found to be approximately $10.00 per purchase order. Cost of

possession is a little more difficult and requires the cooperation
of our Accounting Department. Cost of possession involves the rate
of inventory investment which includes taxes, insurance, interest
on average investment, and storage costs. I would appreciate the

help of someone in Accounting in working with me to gain this
information.

cc: K. Olsen
H. Anderson
M. Sandler

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE august 7, 1962
SUBJECT potter Instrument Co. - Tape Handlers
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Henry J. Crouse

George O'Dea
Ben Gurley
Jack Smith

As a result of a meeting on August 6, 1962, twenty Potter
Tape Handlers were ordered on our Purchase Order Number 20248,

The net price of one Handler is $6,574.50 with an additional
charge of $100.00 for those Handlers painted I.T.T. blue.

A delivery schedule has been established as indicated:
1 Gray 10/8/62
2 Blue 10/15/62
3 Blue 10/22/62
4 Blue 10/29/62
5 Blue 11/5/62
6 Blue 11/12/62
7 Blue 11/19/62
8 Gray 11/26/62
9 Gray 12/3/62
10 Gray 12/10/62
The balance of ten units will be scheduled when firm

requirements are received,
For purpose of payment Potter Instrument has terms

of 1/2/10 N/30.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Alma Pontz FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE August 6th, 1962

Arnaud de Vitry Is planning to leave the country August 30th and before
he leaves, he needs a statement of his earnings. He would !ike a letter from
summarizing the director's fees he received In 1962. Me would like to have this
broken down Into two figures that before June 30th after June 30th. He
will be here Tuesday, August 7th and would like to pick up the letter at that
time. This ls @ director's meeting and so he will receive a director's fee at
that time and this should be included in the letter.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ec: Goerge O'Dea
Harlan Anderson

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

:

DATE August 3, 1962

SUBJECT Use of Outside Vendors :

TO K. Olsen FROM Jack Smith
H. Anderson
S. Olsen
M. Sandler

Outside vendors plus an increase in our own work force has

just about cleaned up our huge backlog of work. Our production
has just about reached its steady state and our requirements from

outside vendors has been steadily decreasing.
It is fast becoming time for us to decide just what we want

built outside and in what quantity. We are all aware that we

must build outside that quantity of units that is above our own

capabilities, and also those items that can be purchased at a cost
below our own manufacturing cost. We must of course be very

very

careful in this area because of the many advantages of in-house

processing. These advantages in many cases more than offset any

monetary gain to be realized by outside processing.
My dealings with outside vendors this past year has convinced

me without doubt that it would be to our advantage to have all our

work done in-house. Price, quality, transportation, and communica-

tion problems were the factors considered in coming to this
conclusion. We of course know that it is not possible at the

present time to process 100% of our production in-house.

In making a decision as to what should be processed outside,

I feel we should first look to the high-cost areas, those areas

whose manufacturing cost is far above our own. Module assembly

both in-house and outside are relatively the same. Logic wiring
done outside is on the average one-third above our manufacturing

cost. It is in this area that I believe we should try to do 100%

in-house. What shortages this causes in module assembly could be

handled by outside vendors until this is no longer necessary.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION. MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

:

DATE 8/3/62
®

SUBJECT Government Inspection
TO Stan Olsen FROM Jim Cudmore

j

+
t

inspect a shipment of 74 modules to Western Electric, Burlington.
This shipment also contained some accessory items; 2-721 P.S.,
2-1919 Power Cables and 1-1954 module extender. These modules had
been electrically tested, mechanically inspected, packaged and
boxed, Maynard explained that opening these packages and re-testing
would entail some expense and would certainly delay deliver. A
call was placed to Burlington to see if this inspection could be
waived. It turns out that this inspection can not be waived if the

On Tuesday, July 30, Mr. Moore and Mr. Babineau arrived to

purchase contract calls for it.
The inspection began on Tuesday at 10:00 A.M. and ended Thursday

at 5:00 P.M. During the first day, 33 inverter modules were tested
and I am embarrassed to admit that one module had a broken D-662
diode. This diode was actually in two pieces. It is hard to

@ believe that this cassed both electrical and mechanical inspection,
The only conclusion can be that the failure occurred during pack-
aging or in the finished goods stock room,

Late Tuesday afternoon, our wave soldering techniques were
inspected. Our present methods employ an activated flux which
caused some concern for the inspectors. They were quite impressed,
however, by the completeness of our cleaning and felt that the flux
was not really a cause for alarm,

On Wednesday, Mr. Babineau returned to witness the testing of
20-1201 F.F. Four units had second pulse total transition times
that exceeded the 140 NSEC spec. by approximately 3 NSEC. This
seems to me to be cutting a very fine line for there may be that
much difference from scope to scope. Mr. Babineau was very con=
Scientious and would check every measurement before proceeding to
the next,

On Thursday, the remainder of the units were tested. As the
day wore on, Mr. Babineau became less conscientious and was willing
to trust the technician making the tests while he checked the
power supply testing. At 5:00 P.M., all units were being repacked
'and the inspector's stamp was placed on all boxes.

Our calibration procedures on scopes and meters seem to satisfy

@
the inspectors.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



e
I understand that we have another order from Burlington. It °

is needless to say this repeat testing throws a transient in the
system. In the future these inspections will have to be planned
ahead to facilitate the testing.

CC: Ken Olsen
Harlan Anderson
Bob Hughes
Jim Burley

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION » MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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CopyINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 2, 1962

SUBJECT

ccs Marian Anderson
Ben Gurley

TO Ken Olsen FROM Gordon Bell

Bob Beckman

(Mass. General Hospital File « LINC File)

| talked to Dr, Rasner at Yale University who is going to buy time on our PDP=1

prototype, Last weekend he had just visited Wes Clark and looked at the LINC computer.
The LINC "is the answer to every scientist's dream". His points were:

1. lots of analog real time inputs and outputs

2. an economical mag tape system which would allow real time data to be

processed repeatedly

@ 3. a machine that could do some routine calculations,

He is planning to come here and needs these things for the PDP=1 prototype. He also

wants us to supply data on the PDP=1 prototype, its detailed iot operations not included in

FI5B.
The PDP=] A to D converter operation, The commands for the converter, etc.

2. How does the trigger signal couple into the computer? How is the signal

1

synchronized?

I sent him information on the MACRO program and DDT program. He had gotton

information from Fredkin's write~up on DECAL and said that it was one of the most unenlightening

documents he had ever read. He will be visiting us within the next two weeks.

Heetediaeeee#44EH

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 2, 1962

SUBJECT Depreciation Base for DEC - PDP-]
TO H. Anderson FROM R. Mills

You had asked, if possible, that we use a two (2) year base for writing off the

DEC - PDP=1, which amount was to be capitalized at total value in the EN at

June 30, 1962, which is approximately $21,000. | feel that since we are ona

double declining balance base for the BBN machine over four (4) years, that we

would jeopardize this position, which is indeed liberal, by trying to take two

(2) years on our own demonstration machine.

| would appreciate discussing this with you at your earliest convenience.

CC: G. O'Dea

# #

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

August 2, 1962.
DATE

Job Allocation, Mechanical DesignSUBJECT
All Engineers B. Maroni Loren Prentice

TO Ken Olsen Ken Pierce FROM
Stan Olsen H. Crouse
Harlan Anderson B. Blackwood
N. Mazzarese F. Kalwell
M. Sandler D. KingJ. Smith Wm. Brackett

To better acquaint All Engineers and Management with Job Responsibility within the
Mechanical Design Department, a memo will be issued periodically as required.

ENGINEER JOB NUMBER OR EN NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Ken FitzGerald 1 ,000-00 Overall Supervision of
Machine Shop, Sheet Metal
Shoo and Carpenter Sho

2076 ITT Operator Console
Relocation and Expansion
of Sheet Metal Shop and

EN-1000 Relocation of Machine Shop

EN-1000 Dies and Tools, Installation
of same for SPIU Board
Production

Scott Miller 1058 & 2078 Anelex Reader
1062 PDP-4
1020 New Logos for PDP's and

All In-Out Equipment
1000 Color Redesign and Design

of Appearance for Systems

and PDP-4
2311 Typewriter Control Panel

Klaus Doering 1073 Quality Control Procedures
1072 Quality Control Standards

John Fadiman 1034 Scale Drawings of PDP-1

Ron Cajolet 1064 Display Development #3]

1026 Magnetic Ta Development
2289 MT-1520 Memory Tester
1062 PDP-4 Pa er Tape Punch

2159 [ine Filter for Burroughs



ob Allocation, Mechanical Design Page 2 August 2, 1962

L. B. Prentice 100-00 New Dies and Development
of Dies

1053 All Changes Pertaining to

Computer Cabinets
EN-!027 New Imposion Shields for

Type 30-A Displays
EN -1000 Relocation Project Bldg. 5

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



SlsMEMd DATE August 1, 1962

TO Nick Mazzarese FROM Harlan Anderson

This is the conflguration that Mr. di Selplo Is Interested in:

MMP

64 SBC

2 Tapes

1 Tape Control Unit

8K (Core)

DAP 984



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Quality Control
TO Dick Best FROM Keansth N, Olsen

DATE August te, 1962

We hed visitors « couple of weeks ego from North American to review
facilities. They particularly interested tn Cvellity

procedures. They found procedures wmetislectery end « result
fram the bidders fist.

My lupression le that quality end ow Contrel reasonably
gved, but ow procedures ere lnfernal and nee well | would
te te sve Seb Hughes make @ echedule fer systemetising this 20 the? when

rviewd give poeple very simple thetcan
will expleia enectly what doing.

@

tnetitute. Ve might listen te « propesel fren. them be cof wy this
consulting firm In Vee Acton called Reliability

Kenneth 4. Olesn

Meynard Sandler

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Ae the J. L. Atwood

the predictable work load in our
for che third and fourth quarters of 1962. It is broken

Gow: into regular monthly jobs, trade show activities, and other
presently known projects.

7

:

The work required to produce these jobs is shown in "work-weeks by
function at the bottom of each weekly column. (One "work-week"

Ss one weex's work oy one person or one day's work by five
persons or any combination totalling five work days.)

.. Sigures are not definitive; they are only educated guesses.
scheduling will depend on the availability of time

data for the specific jobs shown.

A. ort nas been mace to spread the work load evenly by job
ons throughout th> period. However, it would certainly be

per e te make further adjustments by changing delivery dates on
non-critical projects.

:

im actual practice, the time required for various projects will
vary from the norm. Preparations for any given trade show, for

aepend entirely on the type of display to be used and the
king of equipment to be show:..

A a figures on Sheet 4 include a "base load" factor equivalent to
tuc average amount of time required for routine jobs which are
not Listed separately, such as the issuance of the Biweekly Report
and the printing of test data sheets. The factors are: copy,

wwe? art, 4 ww., photography, 2 ww.; typing, % ww.; printing,
wwe; and mailing (including collating and binding), 1 ww.

The average work loads shown are calculated individually for the
third and fourth quarters since most of the fourth-quarter projects
which should appear on Sheet 3 are not known at this time. Thus,
the third quarter figures more closely approximate the normal
situation.

cdi « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSET »
:



@ Sheet 4 suggests the use of temporary help to meet peak requirements
in the mailing function, which includes collating and binding. This
has been a satisfactory solution where no special skills are
involved.

Other than temporary help, the only provision for outside services
included in this schedule is in the printing function. Because of
the growing volume of in-house work, such as forms and memoranda,
and because our equipment is not designed for top-quality commercial

printing nas been assigned internally.
results, only a relatively smail share of the total departmental

EXHIBITS :

Eheet 1 - x Sei: Jobs,
Covers generai .lings, space advertising (when cone), :

promotional and publicity, employee publication,
customer anc furce mailings.

Sneet Z

connection with speciiic shows. ("OK" indicates period when

snc, Maiiings
: aCove anc crating of displays and packing

of show Literature. Also covers promotional mailings in

design ig approves anc 1 erials are ordered.)

Shect 3 ~ Projects Presently in Prospect
Covers publications currently in process and some of those
whica shouid be during this period.

Sheet 4 - Work Load by Job Function
Plots the number of work-weeks required to produce the jobs
Listed on Sheets 1, 2 and 3 together with average work loads
for each function.

CONCLUSIONS

1. This schedule covers only the basic ingredients of a sound
promotional program and only the minimum publication requirements.

2. Maintenance of the schedule depends on (1) the availability of
qualified personnel and appropriate equipment and (2) strict
adherence to all dates by all parties concerned.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT OR} OO; ATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Maintenance of tne vera! work load depends on (1) full use
of departme: ices "customers" within the company and
(2) the int graticn of new projects into the existing
schedule.

3.

:

Minor fluctuations in functional work loads can be accommodated,
when necessary, by overtime operation or the temporary shifting
of personnel between functions. Major fluctuations will require
either adjustments n the -cheduie or the short-term use of
outside specialists.

4.

While but one of our present personnel have reached a
satisfactory, or better, izvel of professional competence, the
Gepartment is not yct adequately staffed with qualified
permanent employees in certain critical areas. For example,
our repsoauction tyoist and our two clerk-typists are temporary

'They can be trained today and gone tomorrow.

5. :

:

:

The third-quarter deficiencies indicated on Sheet 4 are
approximately as follows:

6.

Available Required Lacking
writing 3 2

3 1A +.

Pho phy
244
2% 1%

1 aq

Mailing 535 24
1945 835Li :

includes four other
persons Shevax, Geic j.vynd, Jackie Micklay, and myself)
whose time is devoted aimose cutirely to administration, planniiig,

and othcr supexvisory work.

ESCO MENDATIONS

wilh any modifications, should be
> + ovea soon as possibie so that it can be used as a guide
activities commencing July l.

th
:

:

"eo be given for the addition of the following personnel as
as qualified candicates can be located

on the ef ect of any modifications, approval shoud2. :

Fla + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSEIN



a. Assistanc manager who can help on copy
writing and supervision.

b. Reproduction typist - who can come with us on a
permanent basis to handle technical typing and part of
the general typing Load.

Cc. Two k - who can also come on as permanent
emp.oyees and do typing, collating, binding, or mailing,
depending on the work load in each area. (One of these
would be a replacement for Frances Morris.)

ad. Advertising trainee - who can be assigned to printing,
photography or mailing, depending on the work load.
(Paul McDonald is scheduled for transfer to this job,
which would meet the fractional personnel requirements
listed in No. 6 above.)

e. waboratory Technician who can handle the growing
volume of photocopying and duplicating. (Joan Merrick
is due to transfer to this job, which is intended to be
the start of the Office Services operation.)

:

tf the functional work loads continue as forecast, approval3. :

will also be needeé for an information specialist, who could
concentrate on publicity and public relations work; an artist,
who could do paste-ups, forms, signs, and other routine art
work; and another printer, who could put in full time in the

:

coom.

Since the departme.t is now to be known as "Technical
Publications," should be given to the possibie
transfer of Bob Buver, the technical writer, from Engineering
to Technical Publications. This would give him more freedom
and encouragement promote his services to potential

4.
:

customers in the c mpany. and it would put him in close working :

relationship with he ists, artists, photographers, and

printers who can help hin. get his material into finished form.
It would also provide our group with competent technical
editing assistance on product literature and publicity.

of thee- ommen would permit us to have a
who Girect iines of responsibility,
lowiag page.

OR = MAYNARD, MASSACHUS! TS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Kenneth H. Olsen FROM Russ Doane

_-Harlan Anderson
Stan Olsen
Dick Best
Ben Gurley

DATE July 3ist, 1962

There will be a meeting In Ken Olsen's office at &30 a.m. Thursday,
August 2nd to discuss the status of VHF modules and decide about announcing
them at WESCON.

me
4

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



dec
INTEROFFICE Tf,MEMORANDUM

DATE July 30, 1962

SUBJECT Quantity Discount Schedule

TO Harlan Anderson FROM George O'Dea

At the last Works Committee Meeting, you mentioned being concerned
about the position of DEC in relation to the Robinson-Patman Act.

Dick Mills and | had occasion to discuss George Rice's memorandum of
July 18 on the matter of the PDP-4 quantity discount price schedule. It occurs
to us that one feature of this discount schedule could be bothersome under Robin-
son-Patman. That feature is the fact that included in the discount structure is
credit for machines ordered earlier in a given year. This after-the-fact recog-
nition of credit seems more difficult to justify than straightforward future quantities
on which savings should be significant.

Conceivably you may wish fo discuss this with Jack Barnard of Gaston,
Snow.

# # #

CC: Dick Mills

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT

Warranty expirations
July 27, 1962

TO FROMDick Mills Bob Beckman

ecs K. Olsen
H. Anderson
8. Olsen

Listed below, by months, are the various installations
that will have warranties expiring during the balance of this
calandar year. I've also indicated what can determine would
be the base value for the various computers and options involved.

To date Z have received very little information as to
what these various concerns pian to do. BBN has indicated that
they do not plan to have a maintenance contract for their Los
Angeles installation and they will probably be on @ per call basis
for at least a month or two after we finish the ; lanned overhaul
of the Cambridge installation, In the absence of any indication
otherwise I have to assume that any work done will be on a per
oail basis,

Augusts Itek 126,600
BRU (IA) 161,720
JPL 190,500

September BBM (Camb.) 125,000
Beckman (#1) 130, 300

Octobers BBS (Camb .) 25,500

Movember s (Camb.) 53,675

December s cri, (OAL) 122, 300
JPL 91, 300

RP. 8. Xtek just called and said they will handle it on

per call basis.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 25, 1962
SUBJECT ITT 45 Unit - First Cetatled Cost Breakdown

TO Ben Gurley FROM R. Mills

Following is the cost breakdown of the ITT #5 Unit shipped In May. As can be
seen on the whole, this was a very poor performance of cost reporting as between
the individual items - even though the overall cost follows our current pattern.

Job Sales Value Cost

5.20

Memory Modules -12 -2176 189,000. 45,456.84

Add. Hi Speed Channel Connec. 2182 2,500. 259.24

Total 486,470. 199,246.10 - 41%

1,269. 18
PDP-1C=19 EN- 2133 101,300. 81,761.20

Memory Ext. Control 2175 9,000. ~ 3,846.33 2
Tape Unit -50 2177 54,000. 27,135.30
Tape Unit Duplex Switches 2177 10, 000.
Tape Controls -52 2178 68,400. 34,597.84
Tape Control Duplex Switches 2178 10,000.
Auto. Multiply & Divide 2179 9,270 e 1,530.36
Special 80 Channel Seq. 2181 33,000. 3,384.61

| would appreciate our getting together in order that we might firm up our reporting
procedures.

ce: Harlan Anderson

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT DEC Insurance Program

DATE July 25, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM George O'Dea

On July 9 you requested that I review the DEC insurance program.

After studying each policy in detail, it can be stated that coverage,
with one exception, is prudent and premiums in all cases reasonable.

The one exception was use and occupancy insurance where annual gross
profits were only insured up to $1,265,000. On discussing this matter with Dick
Mills, we agreed that in face of today's volume, this amount is inadequate. We
have met with Tom Motley of Field & Cowles and increased the coverage to a

gross profit of $3,200,000. Further, we have established a quarterly review system

whereby we will automatically consider this matter in light of future volume devel-
opments,

In general, feel Dick Mills is highly knowledgable on insurance matters.
With the increase in U&O coverage, our insurance needs are adequately met for

now.

As DEC continues to grow, we should find ourselves in a better position to

bargain on premium rates. This aspect will also be reviewed at quarterly intervals.

# # #

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO

Reber? Beckman
FROM Gerden

ces Ben Gurley
Andersen

Stan Olsen
Ted Johns

DATE July 25, 1962
lens

Fer planning purpeses, Custemer Relations sheuld assume delivery of
PDP.4's ot @ rate of one/menth starting August let. As the card punch Is
checked evt on the POP-4 of DEC, 1 considered « "computer in the field",
end order nermel werrenty.

be

DELIVERIES ARE:

DEC Already instel led

FOXBORO/NABI SCO Aceptance Augest Ist, by Foxbero, the machine remal ning of
DEL until Ucteber ist. (Used Debugging Programs, end Rel i abi Itty Dete

final ly the machi wi Il be del ivered te Nabi sce Chicage, Jenwery tet. A DEC CustomerGathering) The sent te Fexbore (Fexbere, Mass) fer systems

Rel ations shoul there train the Nabi see/Fexbere field peepie end

molntal n the @ per ted of 2 6 months.fer

1 belleve the por led shoul be 2 months to ferce « dealineled d themachine's perf
evaluation and te encevrage the fleld persenne! te take ever sooner. in the we heve

mecettary,niceIndustrio peried mi

but fer the first ap ication precedent Is likely te be set, wou

eccemplich the task in 2menths.

CORNING GLASS WORKS: The delivery te Coming ts September 15th. 1 will be necessary

to this machine operuting efter ouceplunve.

PERSONNEL Bil! Kellicker hes sald that he would be willing te spend time fa Chicage
We should find evt whe Foxbore @ end

errange over Kellicker's job, ote. Bill Kellicker, | belleve, weuld make «

te handle the above function (previded that PDP-4 ls preperlymaintained, end eny ether jobs

they have which need doing).

DEC = have

geod Customer Relctions Men smeture, technically prebublycen

be the other Ingredients, fam willing for Customer fer jeb

@ t would tke te suggest that he be the unt te the prefect enyines tn charge of the Cerning

machine s delivered end acceptd, begin work in the Dogan Withinmachine (Gordon Bell ls the project engineer fer this machine), end 2 efter the Corning

he will come free tho deve
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Training Program

TO Ken Olsen FROM Gordon Bell
_Marlan Anderson
Stan Olsen
Dick Best
Ben Gurley
Maynard Sandler
Bob Lassen
Bob Hughes

DATE July 25, 1962

TRAINING PROGRAM: The enclosed diagram attempts to clarify (in my own mind) the
steps through which Individuals with technical background (without an engineering degree)
entering DEC progress. It is shown graphically to condense, the boxes and how they interact,
and that all details are not shown are relatively unimportant. The sequence should be important
since it would be nice to maximize the individual's affectiveness and minimize training time,
holding quality and output constant.

promotes good individuals too rapidly without long enough training and on the other hand forces
us to look outside to fill jobs, simply because our training leaves gaps, and is inadequate. This,
of course, is because we grew very rapidly and needed lots of trained individuals and didn't have
time to train internally. (A good example of this is PDP-1 checkout personnel)

Our present promotion scheme is informal (good perhaps for a small company ), but It often

Basically, | would like to have a more formal procedure. Ingredients of the procedure perhaps
are:

1. State the various stages of training

2. Rotate people through jobs that are necessary, assuming they will eventually progress.

3. Evaluate the people at the various boundaries

fewer in the programming classes, but more who knew what they were doing.)
4. Insert DEC Internal training at the appropriate times and stages. (We'd probably have

5. Allow outside training at higher stages

CONCLUSION: Let's define.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE__Suty 24, 1962MEMO
TO A. Blumenthal FROM Jack Smith

cc H. Anderson
B. Guriey

EN 224% System for United Aircraft went into Checkout today with
a full complement of modules. The shipping date of this system
iw 10/1/62. This will allow ten weeks for Checkout.

NOTE: This memo is correcting the memo sent July 24, which was

din error. Please take note of the underlining above.

DAP 984



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 24th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO \Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Gordon Bell
Ben Gurley

| received a call from Dr. Frank Ervin on Wednesday to talk about our offer
for a computer. He felt this was a very generous offer, They have the feeling that
they can be much more successful in asking for money from the government than
they have before, and so they are even more enthusiastic about the program than
before. However, they are confused by which computer would be best for them.

Dr. Ervin would like to do experimental work where he ties the computer
directly to the experiment. However, as Chairman of the Computer Committee he is

perhaps going overboard in trying to be objective making the decision. Many of the
other people would like to do statistical work which they are now doing on the 7090.
Because of this work, he feels they probably should have a more capable computer
than the PDP-4. 1 suggested to him that he probably needs more than one computer,
and that if he is doing experiments directly on the computer, it might not be satisfactory

because he would like nothing better than to have his own computer, which he might
share with a few other laboratories. It is now up fo us to convince them that what they
should have is one of ours for laboratory use, and then continue to rent 7090 for those
who want to process cards, or maybe they should even rent a full-time 1601.

for the people who want to do statistical work. The reliability of a computer being
tied to experiments isn't up to what normal users expect. He likes to hear these words

He is still concerned about the programming helps that would be available on a

into it and encouraged him that when | get back from vacation, we can talk further

of the PDP-4 and the wonderful aids that will be available, | think it would help our

PDP-4. have told him that | have the same problem that he has in trying to evaluate
what programmers say about these things. | told him that | would continue to look

about it. If Gordon Bell can do anything to influence these people on the usefulness

cause. | don't think that we are interested in competing with IBM in the processing
of large amounts of statistical data.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Warranty Billings

DATE July 24, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM George O'Dea

While it is too late to do anything about this retroactively for fiscal
'62, I wonder if you might consider for future orders showing the warranty
portion of the sale separately on the invoice.

The basis for such a treatment is to permit deferring this portion of the
income over the life of the warranty agreement implied in the sale. It is fully
justifiable on the grounds that the liability for warranty expense is definitely
associated with the sale, but costs thereon will not be recorded until a future
date.

Unless this poses some customer relation problem, it seems we should go
to such a treatment as soon as possible in order that all transactions being invoiced
at the close of fiscal '63 will have the deferral spelled out.

Internally, we could apply this portion of income against actual warranty
expense to determine how this phase of the operation is doing.

we

# # #

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE July 23, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM George O'Dea

It has now been one month since | joined DEC, and the time has come to
make my first recommendation of a course of action.

That recommendation is to set up a complete corporate forecast for fiscal
1963.

The reason for this particular recommendation is graphically illustrated by
our present cash dilemma. In spite of spectacular growth and substantial profits,
we are almost certain to default on the note payments due Shawmut in August and
September.

Yes, they will probably go along with the default, and may even be
delighted to increase the loan, but right now | doubt if anyone knows how much
more we'll need, or when we'll need it.

Specifically, the fiscal '63 forecast should begin with sales. From this
estimate (I think it should be dignified by being made by yourself and Ken) we
can strike a quick P&L. On the basis of this quick P&L, you and Ken can decide
how much we will plow back for development, and how much you feel we can tie
up in the acquisition of new capital equipment and other balance sheet type of
expenditures.

We may then prepare a quick balance sheet and approximate our cash
strains.

Once the quick forecast of financial statements has been prepared and
okayed, we will be in a position to go into the necessary detail to identify the
significant areas of income and commitment with those individuals responsible
for their execution. These matters can then be flagged to fall out from our reg-
ular monthly financial statements in order that our progress can be measured.

| strongly urge that you approve this undertaking and will start it off with
a forecast of sales for fiscal '63. This would be best if it were in the form of new
orders received.

# #

@ CC: Ken Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

7/20/62
DATE

SUBJECT Definition of Standard DEC PDP-1 Program Library
TO PDP-1 Distribution List FRom vehn Koudela, Jr.

A meeting was held on July 11, 1962, to define a Standard DEC PDP-1
Program Library. The following personnel were present:

E, Anderson
Bell
Beckman
Morse

« Graetz
. KoudelaGe

m
w

O
m

The purpose of defining such a library is to be able to precisely
describe and guarantee exactly what "software" is to be delivered
with each PDP-l. This has never been adequately done in the past.
The Standard Library will consist of two sections: (1) maintenance

@ programs, and (2) all other programs (which may be called "general
programs"). This library is to be clearly distinct and independent
of the DECUS Library (programs written by users). DEC, however,
may contribute to the DECUS Library in the sense of a "user".

For the sake of uniformity, program classification and labelling can
be the same for both libraries.

Program Numbering

DEC NNN-M

where NNN is a serial number in octal and M represents the letters
A through Z (used sequentially) to designate revisions.

Punched Tape Labelling
Labels will be color-coded and measure 1 by 6 inches:

Yellow RIM Read-In Mode Format
Purple MS Macro Symbolic Format
Green BSL Binary with RIM Self-Loader
Tan BIN Binary without Self-Loader

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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A punched tape label may indicate any or all of the following items:

1. Program Number
2. Short Program Title or Title Symbol
3. Tape-Type Abbreviation (RIM, MS, etc.)
4. Starting Address (SA=NINNN)
5. Registers Required (Reg=NNNI-MMMM)6. Halt Address (HA=NNNN)
7. Axithmetic System and Precision (FXD-18, FLC~18-18 etc.,for fixed point 18-bit arithmetic, floating point 18-bit

fraction-18~bit exponent arithmetic, etc.)
8. Sense Switch Settings
9, Tape Code (FIO-DEC, CONCISE, etc.)

Program write-up format and content has been fairly well standardized
and is described elsewhere.

Standard DEC PDP~l Program Library
1. MACRO Assembly Program (presently MIT-3), including

Tape of
b. BSL Tape of MACRO

MS and BSL Tapes of Standard MACRO-~Instruction Definitions
d. MS and BSL Tapes of MACRO Symbol Package
e. Technical Write-up and Program Listing
, Program Write-up (including description of MACRO Binary

Ce

Self-Loader)

2. DEC Debugging Tape (DDT), presently MIT-1, including

a. MS Tape
b. BSL Tape (Hi Loader only)

Program Write~up

3. Expensive Typewriter (presently MIT-2), including

a. MS Tape
b. BSL Tape (Hi Loader only)
ec. Program Write-up

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



4, Punchoff (presently BBN-46), including
a. BSL Tape (Hi Loader only)b. Program Write-up

5. Simple Octal Debugger (to be written), including
a. MS Tape
b. BSL Tape (Hi Loader only)

Program Write-up
6. Simple Tape Duplicator (to be written), including

a. BSL Tape (Hi Loader only)b. Program Write-up
7. Arithmetic Routines (MS Tape only and Program Write~up for each)

a. Multiply Subroutine {FXD-18) presently BBN~10
b. Divide Subroutine (FXD-18) presently BBN-47
c. Random Number Generator (FXD-18) presently BBN-23
ad. Single DEC Floating Point Package (FLT-18-18) presently

DEC-107

l. Number of Tapes (all types) in Standard Library: 18
2. Number of Write-ups in Standard Library: 11
3. Status of programs to be converted to MACRO:

a. Punchoff: Write-up and Frap Symbolic Tape available
b. Multiply and Divide Subroutines: Write-ups and Frap and

Decal Symbolic Tapes available
c. Random Number Generator: Write-up and Frap and Decal

Symbolic Tapes available
ad. Single Dec: Write-up available; basic program and interpreter

in Decal Symbolic; function generator subroutines in Frap
Symbolic

This memo is submitted to the addressees for approval and comment.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 20, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Gordon Bell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ben Gurley /Harlan Anderson

On Thursday morning, we were visited by all the top people from Bolt,
Beranek and Newman. They came here to impress on us the poor operating effi-
clency of their POP-1. While they were talking, we impressed upon them the
problems we have in working with them, the difficulties we have In working out
arrangements with them, the fact that they exaggerate their cases, and that we
think they are too shrewd ond hard-driving.

After we exchanged hard words for a while, everybody was apologetic
and cooperative, and we concluded that the only thing we can do is to make that
machine work well. | promised them that Ben Gurley would show up on Monday
to review the situation and to work out a plan by which we will get that thing
in good shape In the Immediate future. Two other interesting points came up from
the meeting. We told them thot we gave them $34,000 to put DECAL down on
paper In useful forms and as far as we can tell, we got nothing useful out of it.
Licklider argues with this, and is in the mood to prove to us that DECAL is useful,
and that we might be able to get him to do the writing at not too great a cost.
told him that we would be very happy to talk over the situation with him. It might
be a good idee if Ben Gurley talked about this when he was down fo BBN next
week,

The other interesting point was about a new project they are working on.
Jordan Beruch has about 1/3 of a million dollars to experiment with data collection
for hospitals. He plans to hook wire lines between typewriters in wards at Mass.
General Hospital to the POP-1 computer in Cambridge. Into this will feed all
patient data Including prescriptions and dosages and the like. This first piece of
money Is just to demonstrate it for the first year, and if It works out, the project
will grow. Even though this Is experimental in nature, it is important that It have
almost 100% reliability. | told Leo Beranek that they just can't run experiments
in a laboratory on a computer and then have it available for 100% reliability on
this hospital type use. He had apparently never considered this, end wanted us to

work on the machine so thet they could have their laboratory experiments and the

hospital work all going simultaneously. | suggested that they serlously consider o
PDP-4 computer, because It is less expensive than a PDP-1, and they might be
ale to buy one for this hospital experiment alone. Because it already has teletype
Inputs, this might be a lot easier to use. Ina final situation, they would like about
10 teletype inputs.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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This hospital unit would also need a magnetic tape unit because of the
large amount of information to be stored. Because there Is no reason for It to be
compatible with IBM, and because many of the characteristics are not as critical
as they are in business usage, a link type tape unit or one of the other Inexpensive
units that we have looked at might be just the thing. We should probably decide
which of these tape units is best ond go after it with all enthusiasm.

When they came down to visit, they had In mind getting a new PDP-1 com-
puter. | suggested that this would not be the answer to their problem, because under
no circumstances can we give them one immediately, and they have fo get their unit
working Immediately. However, they are going to generate a list of terminal equip-
ment which they would want on a new machine If they got one, and we will then
give them a price on this with a trade-in for the old one. If we did this some time
ago, we might have saved a lot In installation costs. There might still be a signi-
ficant amount of saving In maintenance and installation costs, and It might be worth
our while to be quite generous on this. We tend emotionally to be against giving
them anything, becouse they don't seem to appreciate anything we do for them.
However, | think this might no longer be the case, and it might be very worth
while for us to be generous on this point. One of the first things we should do is
find out what our real manufacturing cost Is, and whether there Is anything salvag-
eble or not in the old machine if we got It beck. We asked them to generate a list
of the terminal equipment, because telling us simply they wonted exacti, whet they
have now is not really sufficient. A few of the things like two typewriters and two
punches might be very difficult and expensive, and there might be considerable
saving In leaving them out.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT A Light Pen Pricing

DATE duly 20, 192

TO Beb Beckman FROM Beb Sevell
John Koudela

Marlon Anderson
Ben Gurley
Pete Bonner

Harten Anderson end myself have gone over *he costs af cow present light pen, light pen

amplifier module (1559), copper shield, pulse amplifier, end Installation cost for light pen
end have up with the following prices. The prices broken down follows

Cost fer @ complete light pen Installed of the factory In a Displey 30 fs stil! $1300.

Prices fteme eve as follows:

The pen iteclf $600

1559 light pen amplifiermedule 475

Copper shield 100

Pulee amplifier 4603

Cable s

installation 6
When quoting replecement parts the Individual list prices stated abovemay be used with the

exception of the Installation price which is shows fer « referenes only. We de net normally sel
the light pens epert from the Display 30's except te be used speres replacements, and would

@ then the total price fer the light pen will still be $1300.

not normally consider Installing in the field. All displays ere wired te eccept light pens
whether er net a light pen le ordered with the display. if someone orders a light pen after

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE: duly 18, 1962
SUBJECT: QUANTI®Y DISCOUNT PRICE SCHROSLE

G, Beli, N, Massarese
R, Best R, Mills
P. Bonner J. O'Cennel2J, Burley G. O'Bea
3. Fadiman 5, Gisen

TO: H, Anderson J. FROM: George RiceB, Beckman K, Larsen

DR, Denniston kK, Olsen
B, GurleyT, Johnson

B, Stenkenson

The quantity discount for POP tg will be computed from atable*, table price wiih permit customers who buy computersaa to obtain a discount, The discount wilh be ercaterfor high volume customers and will be the same as the presentprice sheet for one commuter customers.

hi

The discount applies to the current price of she computerat the time the purchase order is placed. The discount schedule
38 avaliable only for the PDP-4iA or PDP-4B end the fellowing opeVions?

Type 17 (4006 Word memory module),
Tyse 65 (Printer-keyboard and contre),
Type 75 (Paper tape punch and

e oS (Real tine option).

PPP DISCOUNT TABLE

Tocad number of machines Peice per machine
ordered durvang past year by per cent of Discount
pius number of machines ourrent price. pes cent
in eresent order,

5 76 oh

1 100

88
6

82 18

discount schedule allows for Giscounts up to hg.
There is no provision for cancellation for customers who buy

a

"fhe table will give a per cent discount depending upon
the gize of the order and en the previous orders made
duving the past year.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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many machines to obtain a low price then cancel Part of theorder, If a customer showld esnced part of an order, they willbe subjest to a penalty which wid adjust the price wpvard tethat which would for the mumber of machines delivered plus2 fixed penalty. The amount of the faxed penalty will bemined by the number of machines cancelled and the time differentia.between the canceliation notice and the date of thecancelled machines,
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DATE July 23, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Actual Cost - Beckman Unit #2

To H. Anderson FROM E. Simeone
R. Mills

Following is an analysis of the actual manufacturing cost of the PDP-1 and options
sold to Beckman in May. In addition to the PDP-1, this job included automatic
multiply and divide, special input-output and a spare paper tape reader and punch.

Total % of Total Cost

Direct Labor $ 1,464.25 3.1%
Overhead 1,620.89 3.4
Direct Materials 14,612.53 31.3
Manufactured Parts 8,202.06 176
Finished Goods 20,685.16 44.6

@ Total Cost $ 46,584.89 100.0%

We did not attempt to segregate the cost of the options from the total cost, as it
would be strictly an estimate. At the time this job was being processed, one job
number was assigned to the entire unit, including options. However, we will, in
the very near future, be able to analyze costs by showing the central processor and

options as separate items.

A detailed analysis, showing labor by Engineers and Technicians and material costs

by major items, will follow.

# # #

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE: July 18, 1962

t
*

FROM: George RiceHs AndersonTO: J. Kevdeta
G, Bell. Maszarese x

B, Eeciman K, Larse:
Ne

Re Eoet R. Milis
P. Bonner J. O'Connei?

+J. Burley G. O'Dea 43

4

5
D. Denniston KK, Olsen

1
1J. Fadiman S, Olsen

B. StephensonB. Gurley
Johnson

A
* %

te

taple*, This table price will permit customers who buy computers
The quantity discount for PDP-&'s will be computed from a

in quantity to obtain a discount. The discount will be greater .for high volume customers and will be the same as the Present
* one computer customers, : 1

price aheet for
4 a

discount applies to the current price of the computer +The
ac the time the purchase order is placed. The discount schedule

only for the or PDP.4B ard the following op- %PDP-llA
4 4tions: @,4 rf

7

module }9
4

Tyne 217 4006 Word memo

1Tyne 65 Pr nter-keyboard and contro2
ype Real time option

Type 75 Paper tane nunch and control
PDP

DISCOUNT.
go,

; Ye " + u

Total number of machines Price per machine
?by +ordered per cent of. ./ Discount

+ plus nunber of machines current price, per centin present order,1

g
+

é

4 6 4

123
a

be 82 48

{

: 32
:

476 +5
a

This discount allows for discounts up to 24%,
dano provision fer cancellation for sustomcrs who buy

4

+ +

The table will give a ver cent discount denending upon
zthe size of the ordcr end on the orevious orders made

Guring tne past
€

>

t ty 3
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 17, 1962

SUBJECT Raw Materials Inventory

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Len Rittner

Mechanization of the raw materials inventory provides us with many
advantages. In this program, the following steps should be adequately covered:

1. Assign part numbers fo all items. (See previous memo on part numbers.)

2. Update all the material lists for modules and other products in Engineering.
Control changes through released engineering documents.

3. Maintain the master deck of cards for material lists of each product.

4. Print out in advance the material lists on material requisition (continuous)
forms. The quantity can be either filled in as issued, or may be pre-printed in
advance using the job lot size as the multiplier.

5. Explode out all needed master lists and sort by part number to get total
requirements. Match against stores and get quantities needed to order to cover
requirements. (See memo on stock status.)

6. Go to either average pricing or standard pricing of inventory items. As
an offshoot of the stock status, use the same information for the distribution of charges
to correct EN number and also for pricing the inventory. This will be the subsidiary
ledger and will replace the Kardex and other clerical records.

Following this through, the withdrawal card is pre-printed and punched in
advance as part of the material list breakout. After variables such as quantity and

charge number are noted, it is used to indicate the withdrawal from the stock status
and also used to transfer the cost from inventory into the EN number.

7. The format of the stock status for finished goods can readily be used for
the stock status of raw material inventory.

# #
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Suggestions

DATE July 17, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Len Rittner

The following report covers a number of unrelated points that may be of
value:

1. All documents used at DEC should be cataloged, flow charted and
analyzed with a view of eliminating, consolidating and otherwise improving the
flow of forms and documents.

2. While it may cause some immediate problems, | believe it advantageous
to publish an organization chart of the company, clearly deliniating lines of author-
ity and responsibility.

3. A standard practice manual should be developed for the company indicat-
ing administrative policy and practices. It should cover all major activities and
serve as a guide for Managers and Supervisors. Detailed procedures and practices
could be further developed for functional activities such as Personnel, Purchasing,
etc.

4. A standardization program of inventories is a most valuable program to

be developed. This should be started by first listing everything that is in stores
and with Engineering aid, whittle this down wherever feasible. Having fewer items
in inventory will allow for more dollars to be invested in larger quantities, and lower
unit costs, of the standard remaining items.

This should be done not only with engineering and manufacturing inventory,
but also stationery and maintenance supplies.

The incentive to use standard items is this:

a. It is immediately available

b. The unit cost is lower

c. Use of the standard fastener or stationery item could go
to a general overhead, a special would be bought directly
to the man's cost center.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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5. A formalized suggestion program for all employees would probably be
advantageous. This would encourage everyone to contribute creative thoughts to

such as recognition in company paper, or a special dinner monthly for the winner
and his family with management, etc.

6. Workable budgets should be placed on all EN numbers, capital assets,
and inventories. Periodic checks (once a week, once a month, depending on urgency)
should be made to relate actual costs to projected budgets.

The thought is to tie into one monitoring plan the budget, the cost to complete,
the physical status of completions and the schedule. In this plan, any inconsistencies
between physical completions and dollars become immediately apparent.

7. We need to re-evaluate our techniques in arriving at make or buy deci-
sions. Further in our decisions to make or buy, we should look into efficient produc-
tion runs and economic ordering quantities. While other elements other than cost
(such as delivery, having the facility available, keeping manpower busy, etc.) may
enter into the decision, the cost factors themselves should be evaluated. Enclosed is

a classic nomograph which considers many of the economic lot factors. This is not an
end all, but rather a suggested start in this direction.

8. Engineering documentation might be improved by:

a Making a project summary. This is the title sheet and serves as a table
of contents for the product.

b Making a "family tree" for the complex systems and computers. The

enclosed sample is one | made for part of the PDP-4. It shows the rela-

tionship of the various levels and is most helpful not only for manufacturing,
but also for scheduling and even drafting and designing activities.

C Making engineering changes. Before a change is made, the effectivity
(in terms of when to be made effective) should be carefully evaluated.
One way is to have the managers involved initial off the proposed change
with an estimate of the cost. While the technical need for the change is

most important, the amount of dollars involved in making the change
effective immediately must also be evaluated. Many times, the existing
stock and work in process can readily be used up with an integration of

the change with the fresh start of a new manufacturing lot.

# # #

y activity that would help the Incentives could be status awardscompany

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Sales Documentation

DATE July 17, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Len Rittner

The enclosed chart shows the flow of the two major sales documents,
the customer order and the invoice.

There is considerable duplication of information on these two documents.
lt may be desirable to combine information and eliminate clerical effort in this
operation.

Ditto processing cannot be used because of poor appearance, as the forms
going to the customer must be professional looking and sales minded.

With this thought in mind, if we could use our own equipment in this
operation, it would be a sales aid that could be most valuable. The problem is
complicated by the fact that stores and shipping are in one building, while sales
is in another.e With the storage of information from the customer order, the invoicing
would require the addition of quantity shipped and date. This is verified in stores
as to physical availability before invoicing. Initial check of teletype and similar
equipment to indicate status in stores before invoicing did not seem feasible, but
a detailed study of equipment similar to the enclosed pamphlet may prove more practical .

| believe it feasible to explore the tying in of the customer order, the invoice,
and the shipping label in one documentation setup. The customer order information
would be stored into our equipment, the shipping information transmitted through
tele-processing or other data input means, and the invoices and shipping documents

printed out from our equipment and sent to customers.

# # #

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Hospital Charge Reporting
Application Details
Terminal units located at charge stations throughout the hospital trans-
mit charges as incurred by each patient to the dala processing center,
where the punched cards produced are fed directly into an IBM RAMAC

for updating patient accounts on a random basis.

If 1M unit record punched card equipment is used, the charge cards
would be manually placed behind the proper patient's header card.
At billing time these would be fed to an accounting machine which
would head and print an itemized bill.

All data is transmitted from prepunched patient identification and

charge code cards. Intra-building telephone lines are used for trans-
mission.

Advantages of 18M 1001 to hospitals:
e All patient charge records are kept current.
e Eliminates billing of late charges after patient's discharge.
e Eliminates cost and trouble of collecting from discharged patients.
e Revenue analysis of charges by code is readily available.

Store Ordering of Frozen Foods

Application Details
Each store manager keeps a tub file of cards prepunched with the

numerical code for each item stocked. Cards may be printed to provide
for manager to keep a record of date and quantity ordered over a

period of months. Latest notation could inform clerk operating the

card reader of the quantity to be ordered. Manager makes up his
order by pulling cards on items needed. Items with a quantity of one

are segregated. These are fed into the card reader and are transmitted
to the warehouse where they are received in punched card form.

Multiple quantity items are entered by keying the quantity manually
and inserting the item card, or by manually keying both quantity and

item code read visually from the card. The same 1001 data transmis-
sion terminal can also be used for connection with dairy, produce,
bakery and other suppliers equipped with a receiving punch unit.

Advantages of 18M 1001 to food stores:
e Permits more timely and accurate ordering.
e Permits reduced inventories at stores.

e Orders are received in punched card form for machine billing
and inventory accounting.

e Eliminates messenger pickup of orders.

Centralized Inventory Control
Application Details
Manufacturers of machine parts frequently find that certain high cost

items are in demand only in some areas and are seldom called for in

others. Warehouses in the latter areas carry only token balances of

such items, but must know quickly where to locate ample quantities
for order fulfillment when necessary. An 18M 1001 System transmit-

ting data regularly from warehouses to an IBM RAMAC System at inven-

tory control headquarters offers an excellent answer to this problem.

Each warehouse posts its receipts and shipments to manual files and

transmits these transactions and new balances as they occur to the

inventory center via the 18M 1001's terminals. This data, received in

punched card form, is fed into an IBM RAMAC for in-line updating of

inventory balances. The data transmitted is:
From prepunched cards-

Warehouse number
Product number

From Keyboard-
Type of transaction and quantity received or shipped.
New balance
Order or receiving number

Advantages of 15M 1001 in centralized inventory control:
e Current reporting complements the in-line processing abilities of
the RAMAC System.

e Eliminates numerous long distance telephone calls to locate items
for order fulfillment.

e Low cost and simplicity of operation makes 1001 ideally suited
for the application.

A :

Stores Accounting (Public Utility]
Application Details
1BM 1001 feeds current data from various warehouses to an IBM data

processing center. Prepunched cards are used for the more active
items. Code numbers of less active items are manually keyed, using a

self-checking number (24/26 optional feature) for accuracy.

Advantages of 1mm 1001 combined with RaMac:
e Permits reduction in costly inventory.
e Makes possible truly current inventory control.
e Increases reporting accuracy.
e Eliminates card punching at accounting center.

Centralized Payroll
Application Details
Various company locations throughout the country use mail and wire
service to transmit payroll data on hourly workers to payroll head-

quarters. An 1BM 1001 System permits each location to transmit via

telephone lines to headquarters the following information which is

received in punched card form:
From prepunched cards-
Location code
Department number
Man number

From Keyboard-
Type hours, hours worked

Advantages of 18m 100] for centralized payroll:
e Payroll data is received directly at the processing location in

punched card form ready for immediate machine use.

e Data can be received from remote points at any hour, day or night.
e System is low in cost, easy to operate, and makes really practical
the centralization of payroll.

e Replaces manual punching of data into cards. at receiving point
and relieves operators for other duties.

Utility Cash Reporting
Application Details
Branch offices of the public utilities collect bills and deposit cash

locally but customers do not receive credit until prepunched bill stubs
are received at headquarters.

Using an 18M 1001 Data Transmission System, a terminal at each
branch office (or at those offices not reached by a messenger pickup
service) permits direct use of prepunched bill stubs to transmit collec-
tion details to billing headquarters on the same day. Only control
totals and partial payments

need be keyed-in manually. Public tele-

phone lines are used as the transmission medium.

:

:

Customer accounts are updated as much as two days earlier.

e Eliminates customer irritation caused by delinquent billing of
customers who have just paid their bills.

e Eliminates cost of preparing unnecessary delinquent bills.

Student Attendance Reporting
Application Details
It is highly important that accurate student attendance records be

reported daily by every department within a college or every school

within a system. The 18m 1001 provides an excellent means of cen-

tralizing attendance recording on low-cost IBM equipment at the busi-
ness office.

Each department or school is equipped with a 1001 Transmission Ter-
minal. Instructors are provided with a prepunched student card for
each student for each|class period. These cards contain, student num-

ber, department or school number, class number and class period.

To report an absence; the instructor simply selects the student's card
for that period. Absence cards are picked up periodically by a messen-

ger and taken to the local attendance office. Here they are transmitted
via the 1001 to the central business office where the data is punched
into new cards. The new cards are used to prepare printed reports on

other IBM equipment, while the original cards are returned to the
instructors through their mail boxes.

When all cards for 4 student have been machine-sorted into period
sequence, and have been printed in a report, it is easy to spot cases of

class cutting.

Advantages of IBM 1001 in student attendance reporting:
e A complete absence list is available to the school attendance officer

each day.
Clerical work by instructors is reduced.

e Cuts are readily detected.
e Accuracy is improved by standardization and elimination of

transcription errors.
e The 1001 is readily adaptable to such other applications as in-
structors' payro l and supplies requisitioning.

Salesman's Order Procedure
Application Details
Salesmen servicing such accounts as retail drug stores, liquor stores,

filling stations, etc., have many detailed orders to turn in to the distri-
bution point at each day's end. Traditionally, this is done by:

1, Personal visit, requiring time and mileage;
2. Telephone, entailing overtime clerical help to take down orders;

3. Mailing written orders, often resulting in delays of 24 hours.

The 1nm 1001 provides
an accurate, fast and economical means of

automating order entry. The manufacturer installs a 100] Transmis-
sion Terminal in each salesman's home. Using prepunched cards and

the manual keyboard, the salesman transmits his orders during the

evening to the distribution point, where they are received in punched
card form. This makes possible machine writing of stock picking lists,
invoices, etc., the frst thing in the morning.

Advantages of 18M 1001 in salesman's order procedure:
e Expedites order entry for faster customer service.

e Orders are received in machine-processable form.

/ e Elimination of transcription errors increases accuracy.

time clerical personnel.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 16, 1962
SUBJECT
TO X. Olsen FROM

/ H. Anderson
8. Olsen
M. Sandler
B. Gurley

Jack Smith

A

We are currently quoting customers a 4 month delivery
for Mag. Tape Type 50 Units. Determining factor being
our method of ordering potters. Customer order type
method is now in use. On receipt of customer order for
a type 50 we in turn order a potter unit and assign this
unit to the customer order. Potter requires a 14 week

quotation. If this delivery is sufficient, we can
continue to order potters on a customer order bases.
Shorter delivery of type 50 units to customer will re-
quire manufacturing for stock and we will have to start

lead time, thus determining our four month delivery

to forcast our needs as soon as possible. Please advise.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 16, 1962
SUBJECT Computer Maintenance Bontracts
TO POP-L Distribution List FROM &cb Beckman

Attached is a brief description of the recently established
feld maintenance policies and charges.

Several of cur customers, whose warranties have already
have been receiving free service for the past few

menthe, These "extended warranties" will expire at the end of
this month and further service of their equipment will be

to the charoes deseribed here, As otters" installations
the end of their warranty period, the organizations

wonecerned will be netified and further maintenance work by DEC
personnel will be subject to theme chargee,

:

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



FIELD MAINTENANCE SERVICES AVAILABLE

Digital Equipment Corporation offers field maintenance
service for PDP computers and associated equipment on a per callbasis, or one of two maintenance contract plans. The followingis a brief discussion of the services available and charges in-
volved.

The services discussed here are available anywhere within
the continental limits of the United States. For convenience,
two "areas" are defined: Area 1 is everything within a fifty (50)
mile radius of a DEC service center, Area 2 is everything outside
this 50 mile radius. At the present time, DEC service centers
are located at 146 Main Street, Maynard, Massachusetts, and 8820
Sepulveda Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
PER CALL BASIS

Maintenance work performed on a per call basis is subject
to the following charges:

1, $20.00 per hour of actual on-site work (minimum
charge, $20.00).

2. Transportation. at $,10 per mile (automobile) or
actual cost of commercial transportation.

3. Cost of replacement parts,
4, Additional charges for installations in area 2.

a. $20.00 per day (including travel time).
b. Minimum charge $100.00 plus transportation.

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

Charges for maintenance contract plans #1 and #2 will be
figured as a percentage of the base value of the equipment. The
base value for this calculation will be the current published
retail price of standard equipment, the last published retail
price of a discontinued item, or. the selling price of equipment
unique to a particular installation, as applicable.

With one exception, the maintenance contracts provide for
preventative and corrective maintenance on all PDP computers and
associated equipment. No contract maintenance is available for



computer typewriters that have been in service for more than
eighteen (18) months.

PLAN NOMBER 1

This plan provides minimal preventative maintenance service
and limited corrective maintenance service. It is intended for
those users who plan to do a portion of the necessary maintenance
themselves, The plan provides for one (1) preventative mainten-
ance call per month, to be scheduled by DEC, and a limited number
of trouble calls per year, The number of trouble calls allowed
is a function of the complexity of the installation. Twelve (12)
trouble calls per year are allowed for a basic computer with no
options, and the number of calis will be increased by one (1) call
per year for every $600.00 per year (or portion thereof) over
the charge for a basic computer. Once the limit on trouble calls
has been reached, additional calls will be on a per call basis,
Charges for plan #1 are:

l. 2% per year of the base value of the equipment,
2. Cost of replacement parts.

PLAN NUMBER 2

Plan number 2 provides the same monthly preventative
tenance calls to be scheduled by DEC, but places no limit on the
number of trouble calls during the contract year. Charges for
plan #2 will be figured on the basis of 5% per year of the base
value of the equipment.

ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS

All service is on a "working hours only" basis. Working
hours are defined as 0800 to 1630, Monday through Friday,
(Excluding holidays), The calls must be placed within these hours.
Work once started will continue as long as necessary.

Troubles traced te modifications or to additions not supplied
or approved in writing by DEC, will be charged for at the per
call rates regardless of any existing maintenance contracts.

Items of equipment that are still within the original
warranty period will continue to receive free service as in the



past. As warranties expire, the items concerned can be added toexisting maintenance contracts with appropriate adjustment in
charges,

For further information concerning field services and
maintenance contracts, contact 3

R. J. Beckman
Manager, Customer Relations
Digital Equipment Corporation
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 16, 1962
SUBJECT Foxboro Meeting
TO Harlan Anderson FROM George Rice

Your proposed meeting with Gardner Hendrie of Foxboro
has been scheduled for July 23 at 10:00 a.m. at Foxboro's
Natick plant.

The termination date for Mr. Hendrie's present investi-
gation of computers is set for July 25. On this date Mr. Hendrie
has to propose to his superiors a computer for Foxboro's use.

We should receive a letter in a day or two on a drum
system that Foxboro would like. We should be prepared to
answer Foxboro with a drum proposal by July 23.

cc. Gordon Bell

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORA



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 16, 1962

SUBJECT Production Planning
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Len Rittner

In order to accomplish good production planning, a concrete sales
forecast must first be determined. With an estimate of commitments and a
probable product mix, the production plan can then be developed. By knowing
in advance the levels and rates of capabilities needed, production can determine
material, manpower and facilities requirements. This can be translated into
detailed production schedules and manpower and equipment loads.

A strong production control group is needed. This group should include
the present material control function as well as take over the activities of plan-
ning and scheduling. The pricing function should be transferred to Accounting
at the time that the material records become mechanized.

With a sales forecast, realistic budgets become feasible and production
rates become practical and obtainable. The over-all plan can be flexible to

6
allow for updating, but the need for this detailed plan seems most desirable.

# # #

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 13, 1962

SUBJECT Material Handling

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Len Rittner

From a material handling point of view, | believe it advantageous to do
the following:

1. Combine shipping and receiving into one operation, consolidating
manpower and facilities.

2. Combine production and finished goods stores into one operation
in the same manner.

3. Place all moving of materials, shipping, receiving ,stores, traffic, etc.,
under the responsibility of one individual, probably reporting to manufacturing .

4. Establish direct line flow having the shipping and receiving room on

the dock in Building #5, incoming inspection directly next to it, and then stores,
all in a controlled area setup.

This will allow for not only the efficient movement of materials, but will
insure the flow of material into stores, available and accounted for, eliminating
unauthorized withdrawals enroute to stores.

5. Make a feasibility study of procuring (or renting) one motorized fork

lift truck unit to move pallets where we presently do this manually. Allow for

large aisle in Building #5 for the free movement of trucks and other traffic.

&. Purchase desk wheels to be used in moving desks and tables rather

than lifting onto pallets as we do now.

7. Look into the value of use of "drop tests" or other testing to insure

a minimum of breakage in shipment of our equipment and products.

8. Clearly define company policy that all receipts require receiving

reports and all shipments require shipping papers. Identify all materials in ship-

ping, receiving and inspection areas with papers indicating status.

# # #

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Traveling Requisition

DATE July 13, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Len Rittner

As a parallel step with the stock status summary and other refinements of
material management, it is recommended that a traveling requisition be utilized
for all repetitive purchase requisitions of material .

The requisition "travels" from Production Control to Purchasing and after
procurement, is returned to Production Control. The value of the permanent requi-
sition goes beyond the obvious savings of clerical work by both the Production
Control and Purchasing personnel.

It establishes a history of usage and procurement by DEC part number of
every repetitive item used. Such information is not now available. This enables
us to determine usage and rates of usage, relate this to vendor price breaks and

ordering quantity (balancing the costs of acquisition against the costs of possession)
and tells the buyer which vendor to place the order with based on performance and

delivery and quality performance. It makes it easier to determine the economic

price quotations.

The size and format of the traveling requisition is such (see sample attached)
that it can be immediately incorporated in the Production Control Kardex. When
the Kardex is dropped for a data processing stock status, the traveling requisition
will be the connecting link between the stock status and the Friden typing of pur-
chase orders. This one document is needed, as | believe completely automatic

curement officer before commitment of the company of its largest expenditure ofprocurement is not feasible. An administrative audit is needed by a competent pro-

dollars.

Use of the traveling requisition in buying repetitive materials, with all
facts relative to the procurement transaction readily at hand, will help result in

purchasing the economic quantity and price from the best rated vendor.

# # #

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Stock Status of Finished Goods

DATE July 13, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Len Rittner

A stock status summary of modules has been in operation for several weeks.

The next step is to enlarge this report to include planned requirements, in-
process in manufacturing, minimum orders points, and availability.

Basic controls have been established on the input information, and we are
ready to pick up the actual requirements (both internal and external customers) .
This information is available in Sales. Next, the lots in process in production
should be picked up from manufacturing (with scheduled completion dates).

Based on the budgets allowed for finished goods, the minimum for each
module can then be established. For example, an estimated one month's usage may
be used as a possible ground rule in determining the minimum.

The dollars to be expended in finished inventory, the safety margins required,
and the delivery dates quoted all go to determine this minimum stock

The format of the basic stock status report would then look like the enclosed
sample.

This stock status would not only be used for physical control of units, but
would also be used as the subsidiary ledger for the finished goods inventory account.
By carrying units prices, an extension of all the units should equal the general ledger
dollar amount (except for reconciliations - receivings not vouchered, etc.).

A supplemental report should then be made breaking out the actual require-
ments on both a time needed and where used basis. This explodes out by module

exactly what is needed, where it is used or who the customer is, and when it is

if external. The code of date needed could be by week, such as July, first week
needed. The actual code could be EN number for internal orders or customer number,

would be 7 1.

Additional benefits of the report are the determination of sales backlog in

terms of both units and dollars (now being done on a detailed clerical basis) and the

use of this information in extrapolating trends to determine what modules to build in

advance of orders.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Also, this stock status should replace Myer's records, the Kardex, and
Maynard's detailed sheets indicating requirements. Copies run off by IBM can
be distributed to Production, Sales and wherever else needed.

Conversion from this card setup to our computer will be a relatively simple
matter, as all input information and designed output will already have been pro-
grammed.

# # #

e
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DATE July 13, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT DELIVERY OF MEMORY STACKS
TO K. Olsen FROM Jack Smith

H. Anderson
B. Gurley
H. Crouse

Replies have been received from G.C. and Ferroxcube confirming
their shipping dates of Memory Stacks to us. Ampex is bringing
in the second spare Memory for MIT Monday. The fifth spare
Memory for ADX-2 was installed into the system todgy; this
completes the system. Arrival of the second MIT spare Memory

from Ampex Monday morning will bring to a close a slight panic,
which was not quite as bad as it first seemed. Delivery of the
ADX-2 system was delayed just a matter of a few days. The MIT

system is still on schedule according to Al Blumenthal.

Both G.C. and Ferroxcube have confirmed that they will ship
early next week. This will put us back on schedule for all
future computers.

Delivery dates of Readers, Punches and Typewriters have been

confirmed and offer no problem outside of constant attention.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 12, 1962

SUBJECT Minneapolis-Honeywell Computer Order
TO H, Anderson FROM Bob Savell
cc, B, Gurley

A, Blumenthal
J. MyersJ. Koudela

On July 10, 1962 | called Mr, Richard Moore at Minneapol is~Honeywell at Harlan
Anderson's request to discuss questions he had relating to Minneapolis-Honeywell's Com=
puter order, The questions were:

I, Can we deliver part 2 of the revised price quotation which in=
cluded all the in-out buffer options by September 30?

2. Does the price quoted in the TWX include cabling?
3. Can we deliver a Mag=tape control 52 and two tape transports

type 50 by September 30?

Information was gathered from a number of sources to answer these questions with results
as follows:

1, Al Blumenthal and Jack Smith have stated that they can have the buffers design com=
pleted and construction completed by about August 15, This will allow six weeks for check=
out and unforeseen circumstances before the requested delivery date of October 30.
A list of all the modules required for the buffers with quantities was shown to Jim Myers
and he stated that he could supply these modules by September 30,

Based on these answers | am informing Mr. Moore today that we can deliver the buffers
by October 30,

2. After discussing the quote with John Koudela and with Mr, Moore we have concluded
that the price does not include cabling and have so informed Mr, Moore, Mr. Moore com=
pletely agrees that it would be much simpler for the people who are going to supply the
special devices to provide their own cables than it would be for us to try to do the job,

3, Jack Smith can supply tte checkeout one tape control 52 by August 15, one tape trans=
port 50 by August 7, and one tape transport 50 by September 7, Jim Myers stated that he
can have a set of modules for tape control 52 and for a tape unit 50 by August 30 and the
remaining set for tape unit 50 by September 15, This will allow us to deliver one tape
control 52 and one tape unit 50 by September 30, The second tape unit 50 by October 30,

Due to the advantages of checking out the buffers while the computer is still here, Andy
feels that we should attempt to construct the buffers for delivery with the machine by Sept=

@ ember 30,

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



| have not promised Mr, Moore that we will do this, We are still quoting October 30
delivery to Minneapolis,

| have just finished talking to Mr. Moore on the phone and quoted the delivery dates
mentioned above, He says that there is absolutely no question but that we will receive
purchase orders for the tape controls and transports and buffers and the computer system,
He now has complete authority from their customer to purchase all these items and will
call me early next week with a RtO, number and expects to have confirming purchase
orders fo us by the end of next week,

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July t2, Ian
SUBJECT

ec. Ben Gurley

Programming:

The following people will be working in these projects fer the nent two menthes

DEC Gusiness 0801/5, G8. = 1/0, Alen Kotok 1/3

Progrunaning
TO FROM OltMane

Gerden Bell

Compiter Alen 2/3, Dit

aad Reutines- POPo4 Steve Piner

fer PDP=4 , they

$4, Greetz, Carel Austen

Deuble Precision Flecting Pelt i PDPodei Julie Cole

General Coding Neney Lenbert

q
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Receiving Report

DATE July 10, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Len Rittner

Presently in use isa "blind" receiving report which requires that all
information be hand written by the receiving personnel. It is proposed to tie
in the receiving report directly with the Purchase Order snap-out set. In
this way, information typed on the purchase order that is also placed on the
receiving report (such as purchase order number, vendor, part numbers, des-
sription of items, etc.) will automatically go on the receiving report when
the purchase order is typed.

This is accomplished by slipping a ditto master receiving report in
with the purchase order and then typing the purchase order in the usual way.

The ditto master is sent to the receiving area. When receipts are
made, the variable information (actual quantity received, etc.) is written in

by the receiving clerk. The receiving report is then distributed and the master

@ saved for the next receipt (if it is a partial receipt).

A ditto master slip may be added to the master for each partial receipt
or the entire receiving history may be placed on the receiving master.

On the sample (A) enclosed, the separate slip idea is used. Also
enclosed are two samples (B) of the receiving history type.

If desired, the receiving document can also be used for an inspection
report. In fact, it may be desirable to eliminate the inspection copy of the

purchase order and replace it with the receiving-inspection report to establish

quality batch control of each lot received.

When the Purchase Order snap-out sets run out (6-12 months supply now

on hand), the use of a purchase order ditto master should be explored. Also, by
that time we should type the purchase orders on the Friden, making a card for

input into the stock status summary of our on order commitments.

# #

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Computer Maintenance Contracts
DATE July 10, 1962

TO Ken Olsen FROM Bob Beckman
Harlan Anderson
Stan Olsen
Ben Gurley
Dick Mills
Al Blumenthal

After examining all available records, and having several
discussions with Ben Gurley, Al Blumenthal and Dick Mills, I
recommend the following general form for DEC maintenance services,
charges and contracts,

For convenience, two geographical areas are referenced.
Area 1 refers to those areas within fifty (50) airline miles of
a DEC service center, Area 2 refers to all areas outside the

strongly suspect that you could be in Area 2 and still be in
Los Angeles).

50 mile radius from a DEC service center. At present, DEC
service centers are Maynard, Massachusetts and Los Angeles,
California. (We'll specify the address in Los Angeles since I

Maintenance services would be offered under one of three
methods; per call basis, maintenance contract Plan Number 1, or
maintenance contract Plan Number 2. These three methods are
covered individually below.

PER CALL BASIS. Maintenance work performed on a per call
basis would be subject to the following charges.

1. $20.00 per hour of actual on-site work, (Minimum
$20.00).

2. Transportation at .10 per mile (automobile) or
actual cost of commercial transportation.

3, Cost of replacement parts.
4, Additional charges for installations in Area 2.

a. $20.00 per day (including travel time).
b. Minimum charge $100.00 plus transpor-

tation per call.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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minimal preventative maintenance service and limited corrective
maintenance service, The plan provides for one preventative
maintenance call per month, to be scheduled by DEC, and a
maximum of twelve (12) trouble calls per year, Charges for both
Plan 1 and Plan 2 would be figured as a percentage of the cost
of the equipment. The base cost would be the current publishedretail price of standard equipment and options, the last publishedretail price of a discontinued option, and the selling price of
equipment unique to a particular installation, I strongly
recommend this percentage system, since it will make it rela-
tively easy to determine the charge for a particular installation
regardless of the items involved. Charges for Plan 1 would be
figured at a 2% per year rate.

MAINTENANCE CONTRACT PLAN NUMBER 1 This plan would provide

The limit of twelve trouble calls per year assumes a basic
computer with no options. The number of calls would be increased
by one call per year for every $600.00 per year (or portion
thereof) over the $2400.00 charge for a basic computer. Once
the limit has been reached on trouble calls, additional trouble
calls would be charged for on the per call basis.

Under this plan, monthly charges for a basic PDP-1 would be
$200.00, and monthly charges for a system such as the "Dynamic
System Simulator" at CRL would be about $800.00,

MAINTENANCE CONTRACT PLAN NUMBER 2. Plan #2 includes the
monthly preventative maintenance calls to be scheduled by DEC,
but places no limit on the number of trouble calls during the
contract year. Charges under Plan #2 would be figured on the
basis of 5% per year.

Under this plan monthly charges for a basic computer would
be $500.00, and the charges for the CRI installation would be
about $2000.00.

There are several general conditions that would apply to
both Plan #1 and Plan #2. First, all service is on a "working
hours only" basis. Working hours are defined as 0800 to 1630,
Monday through Friday (excluding holidays). The calls must be
placed within these hours, Work once started will continue as
long as necessary. This is obviously a serious limitation on
the service provided, but I feel that it is necessary at this
time, By clearly stating it now, we make it possible to offer a
third plan at a later date that would provide for 24 hour, every
day service.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Another general provision would stipulate that troubles
traced to modifications or to additions not supplied or approvedin writing by DEC, would be charged for at the per call rates.

I feel that the free service that we are presently provid-
ing to several installations should be terminated as soon as
possible. For that reason I recommend that the procedures and
charges outlined above be adopted and that the firms concerned
be notified no later than 16 July that the warantee extensions
are terminated as of 31 July . The general provisions of the
various maintenance plans available can be included in these
letters of notification, and the final form of the contract can
be developed between now and the end of the month.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Material Requisition

DATE July 9, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Len Rittner

The Material Requisition (enclosed) has been in use for about a
month and has proved satisfactory for both finished goods and raw material
transactions. This requisition has replaced some 8 or 9 forms that were
previously used to record withdrawals.

The next refinement needed is a color coding of the requisition
copies to indicate distribution and use of the form for credit transactions
(returns to inventory).

Room has been left on this form to allow for pre-running the job
lot sheets. Conversion of the job lot sheet to this material requisition form
will standardize all stores transactions onto one document.

When the material lists are picked up by data processing, the job
lot sheets can be printed out on continuous forms by the 402 using the same
format. The issue of the job lot sheets would be both the production author-
ization and the kit release.

This would parallel the other programs of stock status of inventories
and the formation of a part numbering system that would be digestible by
IBM.

# # #

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



@ MATERIAL @EQUISITION NO.
DATE

Quantity DEC Part Number Description Account or Unit Type of Posted
Issued Job Number Cost Inventory Inventory

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT ppp-1 Field Service Summary

DATE July 9, 1962

TO PDP-1 Distribution List FROM gop Beckman

Attached is the first of a series of monthly summaries of
field service performed on PDP-1 installations.

The purpose of these summaries is to keep everyone up to
date on the amount and type of field service work being performed.
Anyone who wants more specific information on particular failures
can let me know and we'll run off Xerox copies of the actual
field service report.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



SUMMARY OF FIELD SERVICE
June, 1962

Number of calls 15
Man hours: 161

Maynard Area Calls Los Angeles Area Calis
PDP-1B BBN PDP-1C-7 BBN 0

PDP~1C-1 ITEK PDP-1C-12 LRL *

PDP-1C-3 CRL PDP-1C-13 JPL 0

PDP-1C-4 PDP-1C-15 BECKMAN 5

PDP-1C-5 MIT 1 PDP-1C-16
PDP~1C-6 CRL (OAL) 1

PDP-1C-9 GEOTECH 1

PDP-1C-17 SRL 0

6

1

BBN

An unusual amount of service calls to BBN this month.
This is due in part to the recent additions and modifications
to the PDP-1B.

One problem was the intermittent pick-up of bit 7 in
memory. The trouble was traced to a defective inhibit driver
for the afore mentioned bit. An interesting point about this
problem was, checkerboard program would run, even though the
inhibit driver for bit 7 was defective. Another service call
found an open solenoid for bit 16 in the off-line typewriter,
and a defective forward escapement clutch on the off-line
punch (the off-line punch is a tally punch on the PDP-1B).

While trying to initiate a sequence break on any channel,
the inclusive Or of channel 7 would always occur. This prob
lem was traced to an open transistor in the decoding of MBD7.

* Installation Phase



Problems with done pulses on both typewriters when manu-
ally striking a key. This problem was due to PDP-1B logic
and a logic change was put in the computer so that it would
operate in the proper manner.

Another service call for new memory problems at BBN were
traced to the 1701 voltage regulator module in the 735 power
supply. The defective regulator caused fluctuations of the
inhibit current. Replacement of this module and readjusting
the read/write and inhibit currents solvec this memory problem.

After a few days of operating the PDP-1B, it was found
that when the computer was first turned on that >Ac
during deposit would not put bit one into the accumulator, This
problem was traced to defective 1201 flip-flop in the accumulator.
Replacement of the flip-flop corrected the malfunction. It
was also found on this service call, that during a jump instruc-
tion we were not clearing the program counter, Investigation
revealed a shorted transistor in an 1105 module which was
loading down the input to the clear the PC pulse amplifier.
This module was used when an external control pulse from the

1105 module corrected this problem, A complete test was per-
formed on the PDP-1B and its peripheral equipment. During this
test it was found that there were low margins on hole number 2
in the reader. Adjustment of the hole number 2 amplifier
corrected these low margins and all tests which were then run
on the PDP-1B proved successful.

The PDP-1B is rapidly evolving into quite a system. Some
of the recent additions to the PDP~1B are

Automatic multiply and divide.
LOT Control flip-flops and minus one to the program counter

logic.
Mag Tape Type 51.
Additional Memory and Field Extension Type 15.
Time Sharing Logic.
FIO~DEC and Parity Coding for the off-line typewriter and

punch,
Magnetic Drum, with the storage capacity of 22 memory modules *

* Installation Phase

drum would clear the PC. Replacement of the transistor in the
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ITEK
Service was required for the Teletype punch at ITEK,

The punch had excessive oil and chad in the die block head.
A thorough cleaning of the die block head and re-oiling of the
head corrected the punch difficulties,
MIT

A service call to MIT was necessary when the Type 30A
Disp lay showed no deflection in the left quadrant. Removal

the deflecticn coil cable in the display and a continuity
200 reading was traced to a shorted 2N 1719 transistor in

heat sink unit of the Type 30A Display. It should be
noted that this problem caused the plus 50 volt NJE power supply

go into an overload condition, and the supply output measured
only 45 volts.

of
checek from the right deflection amplifier to ground read 200.
Thi
the

to

The light pen which is used with the Type 30A Display
at the OAL installation was excessively noisy. An electrical
tape used as an insulation around the sides and bottom of the
light pen amplifier shield, eliminated most of the high fre-
quency noise, A check of the light pen then showed its signal
to noise ratio to be greatly improved.

GEOTECHNICAL CORPORATION

An intermittent trouble at Geotech would occur from time
to time and it seemed to happen mainly when the computer was
cold (i.e. for the first hour after turn-on). When we arrived
at Geotech the computer had been left off all day so that the
same problems would show themselves, The symptoms were that
all types of programs would fail and the usual result was a
cleared instruction register with the computer halting in an
illegal op.

It was determined that a LAC instruction was also doing
a partial add and a carry. The partial add and carry pulse
amplitudes were inversely proportional to warm-up time, After
a series of waveform checks and power ups and downs (to insure
the computer stay cool), it was determined that the instruction
register decoding for 10 and 00 was only going from ground to
-1.5 volts. A shorted .01 m.f.d. capacitor in the -3 volt
clamp circuit of an 1104 module was the cause of this problem.



~4-

I think that it should be noted that the .01 m.f.d. capacitor
which failed is an Automatic Components capacitor, which has
also shorted in other modules in two different installations.
These capacitors are not up to DEC quality and are no longer
used in DEC modules, however, there are some of this type in
modules which are now in the field.
BECKMAN

Our service calls were necessary at Beckman for break-
downs of peripheral equipment. Two punch problems developed
at the Beckman installation, one of which was caused by ex-
cessive oil and chad jammed in the die block assembly. Clean-
ing the punch and die block assembly solved the problem, The
other problem was caused by the use of reel tape as the reel
was hitting the tape guide, Adjustment of the tape guide
solved this problem. A series of reader problems has seemed
to plague Beckman during the past month. Some of the problems
which developed were a defective feed hold amplifier, brake
and clutch adjustments on one reader, two shorted SPA modules
in an on-line and a spare reader, and a shorted -30 volt
rectifier stack on still another spare reader,



INTEROFFICE
Corps \MEMORANDUM

DATE suly 9, 1962
SUBJECT Major Computer Components
TO FROMHarlan Anderson Henry Crouse

Ben Gurley
In order to meet the projected computer production schedule

the following components have been ordered:

10 - Digitronics Model 3500 readers delivery to begin in
October at the rate of three a month,

10 - Soroban 16" typewriters delivery to begin in November
at the rate of three a month,

10 - R. C. A. memory stacks delivery to begin August 20th
with the rate to be established,

The availability of Teletype punches both on hand and on back-
@ order is adequate for the quarter.

The Potter Tape Handlers on hand and on open order are committed

for firm computer orders. The lead on handlers is three months and

our requirements are to be reviewed constantly.

cc: Jack Smith

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 6, 1962

H. Andersoni" E. Harwood
S$. Olsen J. Koudela

SUBJECT Revision of Tape Control 52 Pricing
TO FROM

K. Olsen B. Gurley N. Mazzarese

R. Maxcy

The present scheme used in pricing Tape Control Type 52 has
led to some confusion when two Tape Controls are purchased with
a single computer, or when a Tape Control is purchased without a

computer.

The problem arises due to the fact that the High Speed
Channel Control Type 19 is included in the price of the Tape
Control, and that one Type 19 can handle up to three Type 52°s.

It is, therefore, recommended that the price of the first Mag

Tape Control Type 52 for a given computer be:

+ 9,000 High Speed Channel Control
$38,000 Total
$29,000 Mag Tape Control

ana that the price of a second Mag Tape Control on the same computer
be $29,000.

This price schedule is presently being offered to ITT on ADX-5.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



dec
INTEROFFICE

+MEMORANDUM
DATE 7/6/62

SUBJECT Off-Line Tape Duplication
TO S. Olsen FROM John Koudela

In March of this year every DECUS installation member received a
complete basic program library including write-ups and tapes. To
accomplish this, approximately 750 tapes were duplicated neces-
sitating a great deal of computer time. Since this first mass
distribution of materials, many DECUS members have availed them-
selves of the library services and more tapes have had to be
duplicated.
Due to the fact that so many customers, plus DEC employees, are
using the Prototype, the amount of time needed to duplicate tapes
is becoming very hard to obtain. However, if the following off-
line duplication and verification machinery were purchased, this
situation would be greatly improved:

Friden Punched Paper Tape Regeneration Unit $1,300
(20 char./sec.)
Soroban Model CR-1 Comparator $1,345 to $1,800
(30 char./sec.)

These off-line machines, besides alleviating computer time, would
have the following advantages:

1. Clerical personnel could operate the machines.
2. These machines could be used all day with no priority

problems as are encountered in using the Prototype.
3. The actual speed of duplication and verification is

comparable to computer speed (i.e., since the computer
either duplicates or verifies its speed of 60 char./sec.
is cut in two). The fact that these off-line machines
are independent of each other means the operations can
be simultaneous with an average speed of 25 char./sec.

As our program library is enlarged, and more customers become aware
of its importance, the need for off-line duplication and verification
is definitely apparent.

I feel that to adequately fulfill the needs of our customers, who

@ are growing in number, the purchase of the above named equipment
be seriously considered.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 5, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

George O'Dea
Dick Mills
Maynard Sandler

For some time we have seen the need for strengthening our administrative
staff. Jay Forrester has pointed out a number of areas in which we have been quite
weak. It is very difficult to fill this job because it is so vague. Most of the admin-
istrative tasks are being taken care of now one way or another, but, indeed, they
are not as thoroughly done as they should be. An example of one of the tasks which
are not being taken care of is the recruiting of professional personnel. We get many
inquiries and resumes, but we often let them slide and, indeed, are often impolite
to the people.

Next Thursday morning, Mr. Hindle, who is on the Industrial Liaison staff
at M.I.T. will come to visit us. He had had very general administrative experience
at M.1.T., and has a very pleasant personality. He is one who Jay Forrester suggests
might be very useful to us. If possible, 1 would like to have you talk with him when
he comes at that time.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



July 3, 1962

Summary of Installation of Additional Memory and two extra Mag Tapes, Sequence
Break Type 20 and Memory Extension Type 15 at JPL.
Benjamin Gurley Ed Harwood

:

:

To accommodate t .ese additional options on the JPL machine we also had
to install a new type 2p9erc or contro oanel and a new in-out indicator panel
which inciuded sequence oreak indicators. We spent Tuesday, Wednesday, and

Thursday, full sie, wiring in the acditional memory and sequence break system,
also installing the new operator cort: o! and in-out indicator panel. Before we
could even starr the additional wiring we had to remove a considerable bit of

wiring so that we could make this system compatible with the newer cabling

for the memory on Friday, and startes to do some preliminary trouble-shooting on

the memo. connections and the me~ory. By Friday evening we had one memory
running again and we shut down ir > eparation for wiring in the sequence break

sequence break ste", ae unting + and getting all the indicators hooked up

properly Ne iecily stated to chee . the machine on Monday .

systems tnat are now used on all of computers. We finished most of the wiring

system on Saturaay. Ali cuy Saturday was spent wiring in the cables for the

The first thing that we noticed was that the two 1973 Memory Drivers, on

memory one, were can, and also five 1982 Inhibit Drivers had shorted transistors.

the 735 sucaly ro the memory logic ad pins A and B swapped at the soldered end of

cause fo: « trouble was that the ble which jumped the memory address and the

wappec sc that the memory address as hitting the memory buffer lines and the memory

surfer wes nitting the mer sry lines. We finally straightened our rhese troubles

We found two wed causes for trese troubles. One was that the cable running from

the connector. This put +o on me emory common instead of -3. The other possible

emory, iad two - sixteen sections of the cableemol rer lines

d deame oack on tre ai, ate Moncay.

e managed to get the memory "one" to hold information but noticed one bit

ot di ingcone. At--is tine we decided to check the currents on the memory and
as set ct 200 and inhibit currents was set at 190.

We not. a tnar reac
This WGe TMI stack , arc che currents for the stack were too high, so they were reset

to the sper curren:

the memory we noticed something suspicious about

to cieck-out the me extension Type 15.

Just
me: other ight would be on when we read all ore

Tr OUD.s Tory indicator driver in back of the

sole backwards. This was -emoved and fixed. It

is NOW SOGGY, :
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After checking the drawings we noticed that it was built from a 10,000
series ADX drawing which is slightly different from the 20,000 series drawing. We
made the necessary corrections and continued on with our checking. We managed »

to get this working by Tuesday evening and the computer would swtich memories

properly? We could write checkerboards in one memory and check them in the other
and change the procedure. On 'Vednesday we started checking the sequence break

system.

The first thing that we noticed was that there was no -15 connected to the

orange wire from the power end panel on panel RID. We ran this wire and were
able to get the pulse amplifiers to operate. We were unable to get the sequence
break system working and after fiddleing around, trying to trouble-shoot from t-he

console | went over and took a look at the panel and noticed that all of the flip-
flops were terminated with an 82 ohm resistor to ground. This was corrected and

sequence break system started to linip along a bit. Further checking of the sequence
break system revealed that we shou d change IOT 50 class from firing on time pulse
7 -4 to time pulse 10 - 4. naking this change the sequence break system started
to work. Further checking of the sequence break system revealed a couple of small

wiring errors on the mounting panels which were on the drawings. These errors were
corrected and we checked out all of the channels on the sequence break system and

they all seemed to work properly .

:

e :

hile all this was going on, Roland was busily checking the Mag Tape 52 and

straightening out all of the latest changes that have taken place on that. During this

check-out ge od we were shocked to find that there were no common AC ground
between the computer, the tapes, and the scopes. This took three days to correct
because it takes that much time for an electrician to get down to the area and hook

ina little ground wire.

it is now Thursday evening and the computer and mag tapes appear to be

working a little. On Friday, Paul and I spent the morning cleaning up the loose ends

of the computer and then we left the computer and mag tapes to Roland and Leo to

tune up as best they could.

On the way back to the airport Paul and | stopped off at BBN to pay a business

us some of the lates programs that they were using .
and social ca'! A : they a they were quite happy with the machine and showedsaid

Paul has go: .e back up to Oregon to begin his two-weeks vacation and is due at

work the week of 15th. Leo will take a week's vacation in California then come

back to help with e installation of the LRL machine and then he will take his second

week's vacation.

solanc ana | have returned to the factory.

cc: Xen Olsen Jack Smith
Olsen Robert Hughes

Harlan Anderson Bob Beckman

N Avs : :


